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Foreword
Coriskiering that access to drinking water and sanitation facilities as the basic needs
of human life and also understanding the constant threat from diarrhoea diseases
and other parasitic Infections in Bangladesh, we have given for a long tIme now a
top priority to this sector In our development cooperation programme In
Bangladesh. Our assistance in the sector is mainly channeled through Unicef arid
Implemented by the Development of Public Health Engineering (DPHE),
complemented by action research studies on specific topics Additional support to
the Increased involvement of the NGOs arid private sector is currently under
appraisal Unlike the success of water coverage programmes in Bangladesh, the
sanitation has always lagged behind

Sanitation is a topic which people wotid rather not talk about In the Isst century
we in Switzerland suffered a number of complications due to unsatisfactory
conditions of sanitation Uke here in Bangladesh, the main reason for adoption of
sanitary latrines was privacy and, therefore, the old names for latrines were “secreV’
or “prive”.

We have contributed in a humble waytowards interventIons to improve the sanitation
coverage in this country. Fortunately, our efforts in this direction have been fully
recognised and enthusiastically participated, amongst others, by the Ministry of
Local Government, Rural Development and Coope’atives and DPHE Partlclpatiotl
of a senior minister in our previous seminar on “Promotion of Rural Sanitation” last
year and of the Pnme Minister In the recent social mobilisation seminar, launching
the national campaign on sanitation are some of the recent achievements which
could have hardly been anticipated even a couple of years back.

Realising that cost reduction of sanitation components could contribute among
others, towards increased coverage, we have commissioned Interchain Project
Consultants AB, a Swedish management consulting firm with the technical guidance
from International Reference Centre for Waste Disposal (IRCWD), Switzerland to
carry out this important work related to both technical and economic aspects We
congratulate the authors, Dr. Skylark Chadha and Mr. Rablul Islam of Interchain and
also the technical adviser Mr Martin Strauss of IRCWD, for their un~uecontnbutions
which we feel can also be utilised else where in the world. We tru~stthat this is yet
another effort towards presenting new policy alternatIves

Dr. Peter Arnold
Counsellor &
Head of Swiss Development Cooperation

Prologue
The various development assistance organisatlons and the world at large Is
recognising the importance of water and sanitation as the prerequisites of human
lMng. However, the delivery mechanisms are yet to be Improved and the coverage
of these basic pre-requisltes Is only slowly creeping towards universal coverage. In
Bangladesh sanitation intervention programmes have now existed for more than
three decades but the combined effect of the formal government sectoç NGOs and
the private sector over the years has not been able to provide a sanitary latrine to
more than one familyfrom amongstten. If one considers the large poptiation of the
country, population density, low life expectancy, high infant mortality and extreme
poverty of this one of the least developed country, It is not difficult to conceptual isa
thecomplexities of the sanitation sectorforthe people of Bangladesh. The diarrhoea
prone areas of Bangladesh perhaps present one of the most dlfflciit task to any
professional in this field anywhere in the world. The year 1989-90 documented the
first thrust of the top level policy makers in the countrywhen the targets for various
related projects under DPHE were abruptly raised and many unnecessary
bureaucratic process delays were eliminated

During phase land phase Ill of the larger study on “Promotion of Rural Sanitation in
Bangladesh” of which the present action research is a part, two areas for special
attention were identified and special Interventions were recommended. One
recommended intervention was the motivational development which we can now
see as being implemented under social mobilisation banner. The other
recommendation concerned the reduction of costs how so ever small to bring the
sanitation within the reach of teeming millions who have very limited cash, if at all.
A 65% subsidised latrine priced atTh 250 is only affordable by less than one third
of the population. The actual procurement is done by a much smaller percentage
of population because the procurement of sanitary latrine has to compete with other
purchase pnonties for individual families As the demand curve has a steep gradient
at the present level of coverage, it was considered that even marginal savings in
costs and pncing will lead to correspondingly significant increases in the sanitation
coverage

In accordance with the above analysis and recommendations SDC commissioned
Interchain Project Consultants AB, Sweden Dhaka and International Reference
Centre for Waste Disposal (IRCWD), Switzerland to inquire into low cost sanitation
from a researchangle. Although the work has been carried out in Bangladesh and
for the Bangladesh environment, we believe that the work done, Its modus-operandi
and recommendations can be of wider interest and application in a number of least
developed countries

April, 1992





lv Low CostSanitationResearch
The research Inquiry has been carried out In the areas of pIt stabilisation, slab, pan
and superstructure. The results are being presented in as simple a language as
possible.

We have en)oyed working with Dr. Peter Arnold, Head of Swiss Development
Cooperation and Mr. Peter Tschuml, First Secretary Development, Mr. S. A. Karim,
Senior Programme Officer and previously with Dr. Urs Heierli ex-Head of SDC in
Bangladesh The work has been carried out under a very friendly butprofessional
guidance of Mr. Martin Straussof IRCWD who has provided his valuable comments
arid direction both dunng field visits and on the on-going monitoring reports Special
thanks are recorded for Mr. Amlnuddin Ahmed the DPHE Chief Engineer, Mr.
Fariduddin Ahmed Mia the DPHE Superintending Engineer, Planning Circle, Mr. A~
Moftazai Hossain, Executive Engineer~VS and Mr. Philip Wan, Chief WES and Mr. A.
S. Azad, Project Officer of UNICEF for their ever ready cooperation We will also like
to place on record our due thanks to Mr M. A. Karim, ex-Chief Engineer of DPHE for
his valuable comments dunng meetings with him and Mr. Abu Moslem, Executive
Engineer, DPHE Faridpur, Mr. Md. Ibrahim, Sub-Divisional Engineer, Mr. Abdur
Rahim, Mr Abdul Barek and Mr. AnEiuddin Ahmed all Sub-Assistant Engineers of
DPHE for the pilot test upazlias.

The study participants will like to record appreciation of the cooperation of
Professors Jam~urReza Chc~Mihury, Feroz Ahmed. Habibur Rahman and Abdur
Rout all from BUET for their participation and interest in the unconventional
laboratory tests in BUET Keen interest taken by Cohn Glennie, }<ieth Mackenzie,
Andrew Saytes, Taufique Mujtaba and Shalla Khan all of UNICEF deserves a special
etiogium. We are also in gratitudeto HBRI, MAWTS, BCSIR, BFRI, NGO-Forumfor
their various inputs at different stages of the study

1 woIc~like to record my appreciation for my colleagues In Interchain for their
v~Jableinputs tQ this inquiry: Mr. Rabiul Islam for overall coordInation of the work,
M~A~M.Shamsuddin for his work with initial activities with rings and mechanical
c~:lngdevice, Mr. PK Paul for mechanical improvements of thecasting device, Mr,
Aricu Wadud Rana for field testing of nngs and work on superstructure and Mt
~ar Raboani for monitoring of field activities, Mr. Utpal Paul and Ms Ariju Royfor
Iooistic support, Mr Md Ayaz for management of financial resources and Ms.
Sn~mmaYasmin for seminar organisation Special thanks are deservingly due to
Mr. AbcJul Hasib and Mr. Suitan’jl Alam for providing the necessary computer support
uride-very tight time constraints.

A~ncewith regard to diagrams and photographs has been provided by Techno
Mission and Studio Diana respectively Special English editing to a simpler language
has been carried out by Ms Zafrmn Chowdhury of Dialogue and the book is brought
to its present looks by Srlsti press,

Prologue v

WhIle thanking Swiss Development Cooperation once again for the opportunity
provided, It will be relevant to put on record that special care has been taken that
the action research work done Is properly documented so that our mod us-operandi
Is clear to the reader. The work is beIng presented in the form of this book so that
the readers abroad and those who carry out similar type of work in future can have
a mental dialogue with the authors to find out better and improved sanitary
components, learning from our mistakes and proceeding forward from our learning,
an opportunity we did not enjoy due to non-existence of any previous research
documentation on this subject.

Skylark I S. Chadha
April, 199Z
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ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

A. ACCRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

5P Pilot Plan for Private Producers’ Participation
AB ‘Aktlebolag’ in Swedish meaning Limited
ADB Asian Development Bank
AE/AEN Assistant Engineer
AfDB African Development Bank
BCIC Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation
BCSIR Bangladesh Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
BSIF Bangladesh Sanitary and Insulator Factory, Mirpur
BUET Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
CC Cement Concrete
CCA Copper Chrome Arsenic
CCB Copper Chrome Boron
CE Chief En~neer
Cl Corrugated Iron

DANIDA Danish International Development Agency
DPHE Department of Public Health Engineering
EAWAG Swiss Federal Institute for Water & Pollution Control
ESA External Support Agency
FC Ferro—Cement
FGP Fibre Glass Plastic
GOB Govt. of Bangladesh
HBRI Housing Building Research Institute
140 Headquaners
IA Integrated Approach (for sanitation)
IRCWD intemationa Research Cenrte for Water Disposal
KFW German Cre~t~ute for Reconstruction
LGEB Local Gov En~rmeeringBureau
MAWTS Mirpur Agncisrtu~-a.Workshop & Training School

MS Mild Stee~
NGO Non-Goverrment Organisation
NGO—FORUM NGO-Fon.mt~for Waler Supply & Sanitation
NORAD Norwegian Ager~vfor Development
PCC Plain Cement Concrete

Private Producer
Poly Vinyl Chloride
Reinforced Concrete
Reinforced Cement Concrete (same as RC)
Rangpur Dinajpur Rural Service
Research and Development

Sub—Asstt. Engineer
Swiss Development Cooperation

Sub—Divisional Engineer
Superintending Engineer
Swedish Intern&ional Development Agency
Standard Wire Gauge
United Nations Childrens’ Fund
Village Defence Party
Village Sanitation
Village Sanitation Centre
Village Sanitation Research Centre

World Bank
Water and Environmental Sanitation (Unicef)
World Health Organisatron

Executive Engineer

B. LOCAL TERMINOLOGY

Borak Thick—wall bamboo used for poles etc.
Katcha Weak construction, with locally availab4e cneaner materials
Khoa Brick aggregates
Mistri Small artisan contractor/technician
Muim Thin—wall bamboo used for s~jlit, m~i,et~

Pucca Heavy construction with brick masonry anc concrete
Rupban Sheet Thin tin—sheets (usually misprint can plates,
Semi—pucca Construction with brick masonry walls a~C &iee: roofing

TakaiTk Currency of Bangladesh (consists ~ 100 ~oistia
Terza Bamboo mat made from split bamboc~
UpazilalUZ A sub—division of Zila, (460 UZ in Bangladesh)
Zila District, administrative unit (64 Zilas in Barig~oesri)

Acror,y,rns vii
PP
PVC
AC
RCC
RDRS
R&D
SAE
SDC
SDE
SE
SIDA
SWG
UNICEF
VDP
VS

VSC
VSRC
WB
WES
WHO
XEN
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SYNOPSIS

A five phase study on ‘Promotion of Sanitation in Bangladesh through the Private
Sector was sponsored by Swiss Development Copperation and Initiated by Unicøf
in order to kientify the basic constraints to the increased production and sale of
water-seal latrine cmponents by NGOs and private sectors, as well as to
recommendways and means to remove those constraints While conducting Phase
I of the study in 1989, it was fell that in addition to heavy investment in motivational
development, a less costly technology option will have a higher possibility to make
latrines more accessible to its target group The need was further emphasized during
the Phase Ii of the study It was agreed that positive outcome of the action research
will enable abetter coverage of sanitation in Bangladesh. Consequently, lnlerchain
ProjectConsultants AB, Sweden withtechnical supportfrom International Reference
for Waste Disposal (IRCWD), Switzerland was commissioned to undertakethe action
research now being reported

Result of demand and supply curve showed that a very small percentage of
population can afford and are willing to pay for even a subsidised latrine Realising
the steepness of the demand curve at the present level of sanitation coverage and
having understood that this is going to be rather a difficult area for action research,
it was also realised that even a small saving in the area can lead to an increased
market share of significant importance. An attempt was made to delve into the
analytical documentation of previous efforts in this field. Findings revealed that very
little of technically analytical work done in Bangladesh had been documented It
was marked that It has been quite a few years after whatever scant was done so far.
In the mean time, latest technological options have come up and tried in other parts
of the woild.

Recommended programme on action research was launched in the backdrop of
above findings The programme was sponsored by SDC and executed in
collaboration with the Department of Public Health Engineering (DPI-IE) and Unicef
The latter suppI~dthe materials of the research work and allowed the free use of
exIsting moulds, ttols etc., while DPHE allowed their research fac~itIesat Village
Sanitation Research Centre (VSRC) in Mohakhali to be used for the work. The SDC
provided a major share of the expenses incurred in this programme includIng
personnel, travel, moulds, tests etc.

This research enquiry on Low Cost Sanitation was carried out on the following
components of a rural latrine
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2 Low Cost Sanitation Research
1. Latrine pit linings, RCC rings etc
2. Latrine slabs, with and without pans
3. Latrine pans, improved design and better hydraulic flow
4. Latrine superstructures

A second phase research was carried out to conduct field test on 1 ‘thick RCC rings
of new design recommended in the first phase of the action research, to confirm the
validity and suitability of the new design of rings in actual field conditions

The summary of the findings and recommendations of the research study is briefly
presented in this chapter for policy executives The details of the study on each of
the components have been given in separate chapters in this book

2. Research on Rings

It was understood that any savings on the rings will be very conducive in lowering
the cost of a latrine and that the nng thickness is the most cost-sensitive single
dimension of the ring. After a brain storming session It was decided that 49 different
types of rings with different ring thickness, ratio of concrete mix arid reinforcemern
should be tried Therefore, a large number of produced rings were subjected to
arduous handling and transportation tests. A roiling test was carried out on each
type of ring on hard and rough roads. This test was much harder than the situation
likely to be met in field Many of the rings broke during this test. It was also
necessary to establish the relative strengths of the rbgs that had gone through the
rolling test. Accordingly two types of laboratory tests were carried out, firstly with
the compression strength testing machine In BUET and secondly by the sand
bearing method. Special arrangements were made to carry out these tests

Extensive research in DPHE research centre and BUET laboratory demonstrated
that manufacture and use of 1” thick rings with 1 .2.55 mix and 1 :~j:6,instead of the
standard 1.5’ thick rings with 1-3.6 mix is technically feasible. It was then
recommended and later on decided to carry out a field testforthe selected twotypes
of rings The field test was carried out In eight VS centres ofthree upazilas in Fandpur
district After a couple of months oroduction of 1 thick rings with a mix of 1:3:6 was
discountinued and only production of 1’ thick nngs with a mix of 1.2.55 was
continued During the one year of field test 5,076 rings were produced and 3,746
were sold and were actually installed in 1168 Iatnne~.The percentage of breakage
of the new rings has been less than the existing standard DPHE rings

The new design of ring is 20% cheaperat the sametime, stronger than 1.5” traditional
rings Field tests on 1 ‘thick latrine rings of new design have proved to be successful
arid its adoption is recommended in place of existing standard 1.5’ thick rings, in all
the VS centres of DPHE all over the country This will result in substantial financial

Synopsis 3
saving considering the large production of the sanitary latrine components in the
country. Only in the public sector with its 1000 VSCs and production of 1300 rings
in each centre per year, the saving will be as high as of 1k. 20 mIllion per year The
accumulated saving over the years can be very rewarding

After adaptation by DPHE, some of the private producers of sanitary components
have already started adopting this 1” thick ring design in Fandpur district However,
the private producers need some training to be able to contribute more in wider
national sarutat!on coverage This aspect will very well be highlighted In the
forthcoming 5-P exercise in the pilot area of Farldpur district

Other side observations made during the field test in the three upazilas are the
average depth of the pit is 5.2 ft., theaverage distance oftransportation Is 4kmand
the most common means of transportation is the rickshaw van. 68% of the users
made superstructures with jute sticks.

3. Research on Casting Device for Rings

Usuallythe RCC rings for latrines are cast by normal shutter of twovertical concentric
cylinders The private producers use improvised shutters made of plain sheet. A
mechanical device for casting of RCC rings was developed during this action
research programme. In this device the inner cylinder with a concrete pounng
trough is rotated on a vertical shalt. The inner ring Is attached with armswelded with
a hub nut Th’s device was also used during the production of rings used for
research purpose. This new device is very easyto operate and can be independently
handled by an ordinary labour. Casting of RCC each latrine rings with the traditional
moulds take approximately 22 minutes, whereas it takes only 12 minutes to cast one
ring with this mechanical device.

The mechanical device for castt~igof rings will save time and energy and therefore
resi1~in increased production of latnne rings. This device involves some capital
Nlvesirnent and therefore Is suitable only where large scale production is desired

4. Research on Pans

~ ~ensive search was done on different types of pans available in the market
Keeping the aim of low-cost sanitation in mind, only concrete pans were thmoughly
examined and improvements were tried

T~~-idardDPHE pan which is being produced in all the VS centres in Bangladesh
is a result of long experience The goose-neck of this pan makes an effective sanitary
water-seal, atthe same time the cost remains low However, there is scope for further
improvement of the pan
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4 Low CostSanitationResearch
Effortswere made for Improvement of pan and many alternatives were tried in VSRC,
Mohakhali Ultimately an improved design pan was produced which has the
following variations from the existing DPHE pan.

~ The bottom profile of the pan is wider
~ The back wall of the pan Is sloped inward
~ The bottom opening of the pan is wider

In this improved design pan the goose-neck of DPHE type was used for water-seal

After casting and testing of many research pans of various designs the finally
adopted design was tested in comparison with standard DPHE pan Analyticaltests
were done on the improved design pan and DPHE pan to find out the quantity of
water required to flush similar excreta replicas from the each pan The new pan
design required less quantity of water for the purpose in comparison to the existing
standard pan

The pans have been tested with different quantities of water used for flushing. A
special test bench was designed with a sliding system on top to eliminate the human
factor that could result in biased inferences

This improved design pan maybe tried through DPHEand private producers- DPHE
may have difficulties in trying different types of can in their VS centres but private
producers can be motivated for populanslng it to the public The private producers
will need secondary concrete moulds for the pan

The main obstruction in easy flow of excreta ina low-cost latrine pan is the roughness
of its surface This problem needs to be overcome because bacteria grows easily
on the remnants of excreta on such a surface

In the current crogramme, information regarding available low-cost smooth pans
were gatherec rtis was generally done by neat cement or mosaic finish. Efforts
were mace to rriaxe the inner surface of the pan smooth by using lir.~ngsof different
matenas s~-as white cement and marble touch material

Smootnenmc ~a~-by neat white cement finisriing is cheaper than by any othe
lir~n rnate-~ nie rriarble touch finish costs Tk. 70 extra per pan while cost for
lining with wncte cemerc is only Tk. 30 The high cost of marble touch Lining prohibits
its use for low-cost sanitation purpose Therefore it was discarded from further
testing

Analyticaltests ware performed on the following types of pans in VSRC with standard
excreta re~thcato find out volume of water required to flush it

U Standard DPHE pan

~ DPHE pan with lining
U Improved design pan without lining
U Improved design pan with lining

It was found that the improved design pan with white cement lining requIred the
minimum amountof water, compared to the unlined pans or lined DPHE pans

It Is recommended to introduce and popularise low cost pan with white cement lining
at least as one of the alternatives This will provide more effective sanitation with
slightly extra cost Such type of pan can also be popularised through private
producers by giving them some training and credit facility 5-P exercise can look
into this point.

5. Research on Slabs

It is often observed in the field thatthe goose-neck of the latrine pans is often broken
by the users In spite of repeated message conveyed by thefield officials regarding
the utilIty and advantages of the water-seal the users break it for various reasons
It was found that water non-availabthty is not the only reason but the users think the
goose-neck as an obstruction to the easy passage of excreta to the pIt This action
of breaking the goose-neck causes unsanitary effects bad smell and problem of
files and insects.

Considering theabove problems and the rapid promotion of home made latrines, a
good deal ofthought was given for trying some latrine-slabs without pans. In active
collaboration with IRWCDIEAWAG Switzerland latrine slabs of different types
without pan were designed during the research period. The following two types of
latrine slabs which have been tried in Africa were produced arid tested in VSRC
Mohakhali

~ Mozambique-type Dome slab
~ Malawi-typeSanpiat slab

Dome slabs are constructed withou an~revtforcement while the Sanpiat requires
only 4 small m s bars The Dome slat reauires a little more concrete and additional
skillatthetorm-making. Thecostom .~sisTk.64orTk 65,whilethecostof
a standard DPHE le~rine(pan and sian; is Ti 132. The cost of FC slao only (without
pan) for the DPHE design is Tk 92 Even the cost of a home-made bamboo latrine,
if materials are purchased, comes to Tk 55 The Sanpiat latrine slab is better,
stronger and more durable compared tc the home-made latrines with a little extra

Synopsis 5
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The Sanplat type latrine slab without pan and with lid, is recommended to be
manufactured and sold through the private producers, specially in those places
where the users tend to break the goose-neck of standard pans, and for those who
find DPHE slab and pan too expensive. This can offer as intermediate technology
option between DPHE’s sanitary latrine and thehome-made latrines However, the
private producers will have to be trained first, which can be attempted during the 5-P
exercise.

In addition to the above, comparative cost calculations have also been carried out
for superstructures with Cl sheets, thin tin sheets, bamDoo mat wall and C roof etc.
Superstructures made of jute sticks and non traditional superstructures made of
term cement have also been described in detail

6. Research on Superstructures

The study involved, research on various types of latrine superstructures
Comparative costs and durabHity of different alternatives of superstructures were
studied. Alternative materials used for the latrine superstructures were

U untreated normal bamboo materials
U thin plain tin sheet
U Cl 3heet
~ treated bamboo materials

Latrine superstructures were erected with the following combinations
1. CI sheet walls & roof, timber poles
2 Thin tin sheet walls and roof, bamboo poles
3. Bamboo mat walls and CI sheet roof, bamboo poles
4 Split-bamboo walls and terza roof, bamboo poles
5 Bamboo-mat (terza) walls & roof, bamboo poles
6. Treated terza walls & roof, treated bamboo poles

It was found that in spite of its durability. Cl stieets are nc~affordable by the target
groups due to its hIgh cost in making superstructure On the offler hand, the pl~n
thin tin sheet (rupban sheet) design is high in cost but ooes not last long and therefore
is not a good choice So the only material alternairve ier is bamboo made
superstructures constructed with treated or unL eated ~‘~boc~

The untreated bamboo superstructure costs Tk 435 wnereasthe one with treated
bamboos costs Tk 450 The cost increment is apprax 3.5% or~but the durability
of treated bamboo is at least 2 5 times more than tria of tne untreated bamboo
Normal life of a matured bamboo is 5 years whereas a properly treated bamboo will
last for 12 to 15 years. The durability of the treated barnooo could riot be practically
tested during the action research because of the snort period of its operation
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Therefore, a latrine superstructure with treated bamboo mat (terza) wails and roof
with treated bamboo posts is recommended to be used on a large scale.

It is also recommended that a standard collapsible and portable latrine
superstructures with treated bamboo materials should be manufactured on a large
scale. Thiswill be economical and also convenient for quality control and treatment
facilities.

The superstructures should be manufactured in a convenient place, by DPHE
contractors or by private producers, near the regional stores of DPHE The
manufactured superstructure units can be transported along with other stored
materials, such as cement, wire-mesh etc., to upazila VS centres or even to union
VS centres From these VS centres, the users should be able to get the ready-made
latrine superstructures along with other latrine components

The private producers will need training on the treatment of bamboo and may be
some financ~Iassistance or credit facilities for the treatment equipment and
matenals which can be organised in the 5-P exercise. By regular and long term
monitoring of treated bamboo structures, the exact life span of treated bamboos
can also be detemiined in the process.

7. Forthcoming 5P Exercise

In continuation of the study on “Promotion of Rural Sanitation in Bangladesh” and
to implement the results of Action Research on Sanitation Components. and in the
interest of wider sanitation coverage in Bangladesh, the Swiss Development
Cooperation, SDC, is planning to undertake the next programme entitled “Pilot Plan
for Private Producers’ Participation’. In short it is called as the 5P exercise

The objective of this programme will be to strive for an to actively promcite the
participationof private producers ci sanitation components in Bangladesh The pilot
project will be in the same area in which the field-tests of action research work tied
been camed out.

The aim of the programme will be to achieve an optima] mix of two delivery crle~s
I e. the DPHE channel and the private producers, and this is very much in line witn
the GoB/DPHE countryprogramme for gMng more emphasis to the private s&~x
for manufacturing sanitation components Some of the elements of the 5P exercise
will be baseline survey of the sanitation environment in the pilot area, training of the
private producers. one time assistance to the private producers, credit facilties to
the private producers promotional activities, coordination with action research
activities, monitoiinging and evaluation of the programme arid finally impact
evaluation.
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Current programme of GoB/DPHE on sanitation stresses that by 1995 DPHE will
prlvatise the latrine production and will act mainly as policy maker in the sector of
water supply and sanitation. According to the GoB I Unicef agreement for Rural
Water Supply and Sanitation Programme, 1992-1995 “DPHE will develop a new
strategy for private sector investment from 1995 onwards, in collaboration with GoB
and ESA for which a pilot project will be launched arid evaluated by 1995”.

At present no model for promoting the pnvate producers in sanitation sector is
available to DPHE Therefore, the 5P exercise, its findings and recommendations
are expected to be very useful in the strategic policy formulations in the sanitation
sector

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1. Rural Sanitation Scenario in Bangladesh

A five-phase study on “Promotion of Rural Sanitation in Bangladesh through the
Private Sector’ sponsored by Swiss Development Cooperation and initiated by
Unicef was undertaken by the International Reference Centre for Waste Disposal
(IRCWD), Switzerland together with Interchain Project Consultants AB of Sweden
The former provided theprofessional and global expertise in sanitation and the latter
provided its competence in economics, project management and knowledge ofrural
Bangladesh. The purpose of this parent study was to identify thebasic constraints
to the increased production and sale of water-seal latrine components by NGOs and
private sectors, as well as to recommend ways and means to remove those
constraInts

During the course of this study a new need was felt and a clear distinction evolved
between the rural sanitation and the urban sanitation because so few rural people
In Bangladesh can afford more than the cheapest known technology in the field of
sanitation

Surveys were undertaken to estimate willIngness/ability-to-pay for the sanitary
components and to assess the performance of delivery mechanisms

From a survey of 400 families who had already installed a latrine, and 2400 families
who had not got a sanitary latrine yet, it was revealed that:

~ The survey yielded the following results with respect to the willingness/ability
to pay (full payment upon purchase):

4% can/want to pay
27% can/want to pay in the range
69% cannot pay more than
19% cannot pay morethan
7% cannot pay more than

It may be mentioned here that’
Tk. 70 = DPHE sale price of 1 slab -t- 1 ring
Tk250 = DPHE sale price of 1 slab -i- 5 ring
Tk 450 = Avcrage sale price of private producer for a 5 set ring

~ For payment by installments, more people would be Willing/able to purchase
at somewhat higher priôes

Tk 450 or more
TIc 250 tolk 450
1k 250
1k 100
Tk 70
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Based on the results of the survey dunng phase II, the present demand and supply
curves for latrine components In rural Bangladesh were plotted and these have the
shape and character shown In the figure on the next page.

The demand curve ‘0’ shows the total prevailing demand, whereas thesupply curve
(Sp) represents of the situation of the private producers. The demand curve as
applicable for payment in installment Is shown here because this depicts the market
coverage of the private producers better because they also sell in installments The
hajdline demand curve (Ds) shows the stated customer demand whereas Dp Is the
prolected demand. Dg represent art interesting portion of the demand curve if the
sale did not allow payment in installments as is the case with the government
subsidised sale. An intersection of the demand curve at the DPHE selling price is
shown. Qr is the DPHE potential coverage The present coverage is show by point
Op.

The presence of the subsidized price of Tk.250 in the public sector delivery channel
influences the purchase behaviour of the buyers who can afford prices above this
subsidized price They are reluctant to pay to the private producers more than
Tk.1 00-150 or so abovethe DPHE selling price Inspite ofthe procurement procedural
problems.The projected demand curve has been drawn dotted to show no-subsidy
situation.

The subsidies cause a downward distortion of the demand curve as explained above.
The potential demand addressable by pnvate producers is therefore reduced from
‘c to ‘a’. In absence of production constraints, Or percent of the rural population
could have been served by the suosidized price Potential sale of latnne quantities
demanding even higher subsidy stiall not be addressed by the present level of
subsidy. The present share of the DPNE demand is shown by ‘b. About 70% of the
rural families are unable and/or unwilling to pay (siri~epayment) Tk.250 for a latrine
set The remainder demand Is at present, addressed neither by the private
oroduction sector nor by the subsidizing government programme.

is also estimated that even at 100% subsidy the willingness to obtain a latrine will
rio: be 100% because of cultural habitual and other reasons not necessarily based
y- ooverty This is reinforced by the historical fact that at the very inception of the
programme the latrines were dlstnbuted tree but the demand was very low and most
o me supplied latrines were not used.

~o.-increasing the sanitation coverage it is important that the demand arid supply
curves are influenced by some interventions. A shift of the demand curve to the right
is s~onyrnouswith a general increase of people’s ability/willingness to pay for the
Latrine components. This could be done, among other factors, by the following
means

400-
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~ By motivational development
~ By introducing credit for purchase
r~ By more efficient delivery channel

Similarly shifting of the supply curve downwards indicates that the technology is
more accessibleto the poor This curve could be shifted downwards by the following
means

~ Reduction of rings per unit latnne
a Finding cheaper technological ootiop,s

This prompted concerted efforts on action research activities on sanitation
components.

2. The Need for Action Research on Sanitation

While conducting Phase I of the project during Ma~- June 1989 it was felt that in
addition to heavy investments in motivational dev~opment,a less costly technology
option will have a higher possibility to make latrines more accessible to its target

groups Undertaking of an action research programme on sanitation technology
was recommended atthat point The need was turthe emphasised during the Phase
II of the study It was firmly held that positive outcomes of the action research will
enable a better coverage of sanitation in Bangladesh

Having understood that this is going to be rather a difficuit area for action research,
it was also realIsed that even a smal~savings ri the ared can lead to an increased
market share of slgnthcant importance An attempt was made to delve into the
analytical documentation of previous efrorts in this field Findings re’Maled that very
little of technically analytical work acne in Bangladesh had been documented. It
was marked that it has been quite a few years after whatever scant was done so far.
In the mean time, latest technologica. opuons have come up and tried in other parts
of the world.

Recommended special effort on, actior research exercise was launched in the
backdrop of above findings The pco~ramrn~~assponsored by SDC and executed
in collatioration with the Departme-~ ~ ‘-iealth Engineering (DPHE) arid
Unicef Unicef supplied the ‘—tatertais of ins orogramme and allowed the use of
existing mould, tools etc wh~e£P—E ca~ectnei- research facilities at Village
Sanitation Researci tentre (VSRC) .n Mohakhall to be used for ~heprogramme.
The SDC provided a majoc share of tie expenses incurred in this programme
including personnel, travel, moulds. tests etc

Phase III of the study involved afield rest ma ~ot area of 1’ thick nngs recommended
earlier in the current action research to test the suitability of the suggested rings in
the actual field condition
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3. Terms of Reference and Scope of Action Research.

A copy of the TOR agreed between the partners is given in Appendix 1.

After the Initial procedural formalities, the action research programme was carried
out on the following aspects of latrine components.

~ Aitemate dimensions
a Alternate design of materials
~ Alternate mix of materials
a Installation Issues

As the ring component of the Iatnne structure is extremely cost sensitive, a small
saving in the rIng component is likelyto bring about a substantial effect on the overall
economy of the rural latrines. Therefore, the first ten months of the research
programme concentrated maInly on the ring component. trying a number. of
altematives and options. After the initial research for adaptation of 1” thick latrine
nngs with concrete mix of 1:2.55 was recommended instead of traditiona~1.5” thick
ring with concrete mix of 1:3:6, wt~chenabled saving of 20% on tfle components.
In the later part of the programme action research was conducted on other
components ofthe latrines as well till end of the programme. The field tests of the
recommended 1” thIck R.C.C. latrine rings were done by casting these in DPHE VS
centres in a pilot area which began in April 1991. Supervision of construction of 1’
thick R.C.C rings and monitoring of latrines built with 1’ thick nngs continued till the
end of the prograrrurie i e. April 1992.

The usual components of a village latrine are as follows~
fl The pit. (a well, a ditch or a trench)
a The lining for the pit
a The slab on top of the pit (which also holds the pan)
a The pan of the latrine (water seal or chute type)
a The superstructure

There is wide scone for varied research approach tc~Hc’ois -ure~sanitation
technolog~ But order to limr. our study within a well cer~1es remework, the
reported action research was confined into following c.or —~ ax areas only.

1. Latrine pit linings
2 Latrine slabs
3 Latrine pan design
4 Latnne superstructures
5. Field Tests on 1 thick RCP latrine nngs
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During the programme we have carried out in-depth research on the following topics
of the above components, and have tried to deduce analytical conclusions and
recommendations

The detail research activities were carried out on the following topics
a Research on RCC latrine rings with varied dimension, concrete mix and

reinforcement
Improvement on casting technology of RCC rings
Research on alternative pit linings
Gathering information on top-soil types from all over Bangladesh in order to
determine number of nngs required for latrine constructIon in different areas

a Research on designs of improved pan from hydrauIic~flow point of view
a Smoothening of latrine pans with linings and analytIcal tests dn various types

of pans
a Research on Mozambique-type Dome and Sanplat type latrine slabs
is Research on latrine superstructure with normal and treated bamboos and

other materials
a Fieldtesrofl”thickrings

Extensive discussions on each of the topics hasbeen Dresented in relevant chapters.

4. Research Activities

Detailed activities under each research item was considered and the following
break-down list was prepared The wnole programme was conducted according to
the following modus operandi

4.1 Research concerning Latrine Pit Linings

Research work on this componerc. involved following four items and deta~ed
activities as mentioned below were carried out.

4.1.1 Research on R.C.C. Rings

~ Reason for selecting nng as action research item (Activity ~ 1)

a Discussions with Unicef/DPHE (2)
~ Fixation eif Alternative dimensions (3)
~ Determining vanables for research on rings (4)

Selection and appro~.lof venue for action re~earch (5)
Trial castings of rings (6~
Reducing the variables to form a pragmatic approach (7)

* RIng thickness
* Ratio of mix of concrete
* Reinforcement size, type& placement

a Casting schedules with selected variables (8)
is Casting of rings with various alternatives (9)
~ Cost estimating for various alternatives (10)
~ Holding of wo~isIiopson research on rings (11)
a Conducting tests on 1’ thick rings (12)

* Handling and rolling rests
* Laboratorytest on relative strength of various alternatives at BUET

~ Cost and strength analysis (13)
a Recommendations of the action research (14)
a Reporting (15)

4.1.2 Improvement in Casting Technology of Rings

a Study of normal manualcasting device of latrine rings (Activity ~ 1)
~ Designing and manufacturing of mechanical casting device (2)
a Use of this device to save time and energy (3)
is Improvement of the device through study and research (4)
a Casting of rings with improved device and testing options for saving time (5)
a Cost estimation of the device (6)
a Reporting (7)

4.1.3 Research on Alternative Pit Unings

~ Various alternative materials for pIt lining (Actrvity# 1)
is Their use in specific conditions (2)
a Discussions with Unicef/DPHE (3)
~ Recommendations (4)
a Reporting (5)

4.1.4 Study on Types of Top-soil

a Discussions with UnlcefJDPHE (Activity q� 1)
~ Acquiring information from different secondary sources (2)
a Compilation of acquired information (3)

~ Preparation of area maps, if possible (4)

a
a
a
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4.2 Research concerning Latrine Slabs (without pan)

a Study on different types of squatting plates (Activity # 1)
is Internal discussions between IRCWD and Interchain for technical details of

slabs (2)
a Designing of Latrine slabs without pan (3)
a Study of the documents, on different types of latnne slabs (4)

* Mozambique type Dome slab
* Malawi type Sanplat slab

Modification of designs to suit local conditions (5)
Making mould etc. for the slabs (6)
Casting of Mozambique dome type sI~b(7)

Testing of the Dome slab (8)
Casting of Sanpiat slab (9)
Testing of the Sanplat slao (10)
Material requirements and cost estimates for the slabs (11)
Cost comparisons and other considerations (12)
Discussions with Unicef/DPHE (13)
Field test of the recommended slabs (14)

Efforts to accelerate production and sale of such slabs In field by private
producers (15)

is Recommendations emanating from field data (16)
ReportIng (17)

4.3 ResearchconcerningLatrinePans

In research of the pan component of latrine, following three varieties were tried, the
detail activities of which are mentioned below.

4.3.1 New Design from Hydraulic Flow Point of View

~.x c- existing types of latrine pans. their qualities and prices (Activity # 1)
a. Desianing or modified pan from hyaraulic flow point of vIew (2)
a Maxs~gmould for the designed pan (3)
is Making few pans with this design (4)
a Stuav of pour-flush pan made by BSIF. Mlrpur (5)
a Coi~ct~igwith RDRS, MAWTS and private producers (6)
a Discussions with Unicef/DPHE (7)
~ Modification of the design as necessary (8)
a Making new mould for the modified pan (9)
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is Casting of new modifIed pan (10)
is Analytical tests with new pans, in comparison with standard DPHE type (11)
is Result of the test and recommendation (12)
is Reporting (13)

4.3.2 Smootherilng of Pan by Special Lining

~ Study of various types of lined pans made by private producers (Activity # 1)
a Procuring information on pour flush pan manufactured by BSIF under DPHE

programme (2)
is Collection of sale prices of various types of pans produced by private

producers (3)
a Finalisation of lining material for this action research work (4)
a Construction of lined pans with lining materials such as (5)

* with marble touch materials
* with white cement

Cost comparison of the products (6)
is Analytical tests for estimating effectiveness (7)

Result analysis and recommendations (8)
~ Reporting (9)

4.3.3 Research on Plastic Pan

a Discussions with DPHE/Unicef (ActMty # 1)
a Discussions with MAWTS (2)
~ Decision regarding progress of work of research on plastic pan (3)
~ Research work on plastic pans as required (4)
U Reporting (5)

4.4 ResearchconcerningLatrine Superstructures
~ Information collection regarchng size and other specifications (Activity # 1)
° Study of the various potential ~ternatives(2)
is Designs and dimerisiona~oeta~sC3~
is Construction of some sua~i-utinures from the selected alternatives (4)
~ Preparation of ma~r1a!rati~-~--~sarid cost estimates (5)
is Comparison of cost and oner considerations (6)
is Selecting fewer alternatives (71
~ Erection of superstructure from these alternatives (8)

* With treated bamboo tei~
* With untreated bamboo - terza

is

a
a

is

is

is

a
a
is

a
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Design of modular form of bambootterza superstructure and Its components
(9)

is Possibilities of building superstructures with other non-traditional alternative
materials (10)
* WIth Ferro-cement panels
* With jute—sticks

is Prevailing technology for bamboo treatment from different sources (11)
* BFRI
* HBRI
* BCSIR

~ Procurement of bamboo treatment equipment and chemicals and training of
some private producers in the field (12)

~ Preparation of some superstructure wIth treated bamboo in the field (13)
~ Cost analysis arid recommendations (14)
~ Placing proposal for distribution of treated bamboo superstructures through

DPHE regional stores (15)
~ Reporting (16)

4.5 Field testof 1” thick RCC Latrine Rings

~ Pnepanng programmes for field tes: of recommended 1 thick rings (Activity
#1)

~ Discussions with Unicef arid DPHE (2)
~ Flnallsatlon of pilot project area - 3 DPHE VS production centres (3)
~ Completion of govt~formalities for taking up the work in the field (4)
is Appointment of field supervision for tile wor~ oy inc consultants (5)
is Supply of design, drawings and test results of thick rings to DPHE field

officials (6)
is Manufacturing of moulds for casting I trucl~rings (7)
is Supply of the moulds to DPHE field procuctior centres (8)
is Training of DPHE masons (9

Casting of 1’ thick rings, insteao of sta—ica-: :mcu~rings, in selected DPHE
VS production centres (10)

~ Supervision of casting In the VS centres ~ consucants (11)
~ IRCWD opinion on field tests
is Keeping record of production and sale o’ tfliCi~rings at these VS centres

(12)
is Maintaining close liaison with DDHE officuts the field at HO (13)
is Paying occasional monitoring visits to field by consultants’ senior officials (14)

is Monitoring of installed latrines with 1’ thiC~\rings (15)
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is Regular exchange of views with DPHE and consultants field officials (16)
~ Organising workshop in the field HO on the basis of collected data (17)

° Reporting (18)

5. Implementation of the Action Research

The entire research on sanitation components was carned out in accordance with
the above mentioned activities The implementation was earned out in close
cooperation with DPHE and Unicef officials in Dhaka and the field officers of DPHE
in Faridpur district

Tne work directly or indirectly connected with the action research has been
implemented during 1990-92.

The study and the action research programme was conducted by officials of the
regional office of the Intenchain Prolect Consultants AB in Dhaka The programme
actMties were carried out at VSRC premises of DPHE at Mohakhali. Dhaka and in
the VS centres of DPHE in Fanidpur district Occasional monitoring has been done
by the IRCWD, Switzerland by field visits and giving comments on the submitted
monitoring reports. The detailed findings of the study have been recorded in the
relevant chapters

6. Forthcoming 5-P Exercise

In continuation of the study on ‘Promotion of Rural Sanitation in Bangladesh and
In order to use the results of Action Research on Sanitation Components. and to
achieve the goal ofwider sanitation coverage in Bangladesh the Swiss Developmen:
Cooperation, SDC. is going to undertake the next programme on sa-’tation entitled
‘Pilot Plan for Private Producers’ ParticIpation

It has been observed that on the supply side of sanitation components toere are
three delivery channels, viz

is the public sector e. DPHE

~ NGOs
~ tne private sector

But in most of the existing interventions, the institutional asststancc has beer
provided to the p “’ic sector channel and the delivery has taken place through
NGOs The private sector has always been neglected

The objective of this programme is to actively promote partlcipatior ci’ tirivate
producers of sanitation components in order to increase the sanitation coverage

18
is
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The pilot project will have coverage in a selected area, preferably the same area n
which the field-tests of action research work has been carried out The aim of the
programme will be optimal and balanced combining of two delivery channels i.e the
DPHE channel and the private producers

Some of the elements of the 5P exercise will be
~ baseline survey of the sanitation environment in the pilot area
~ training of the private producers
~ one time assistance to the private producers
~ credit facilities to the private producers
~ promotional activities
U coordination with action research activities
U monitoring and evaluation of the programme
~ impact evaluation

On completion of the 5P exercise, which is expected to continue for two years, the
final report will be submitted with final survey, impact results and recommendations

Current programme of G0B/DPHE on sanitation stresses tha: by 1995 DPHE will
privatise the latrine production and will act mainly as policy maker on the sector of
water supply and sanitation A~cordingw the GoB Unicof agreement for Rural
Water Supply arid Sanitation Programme, 1992-1995 ‘DPHE will develop a new
strategy for private sector lnvestmen: from 1995 onwards In collaboration with GoB
and ESA for which a pilot project will be iauncheo and evaluated by 1995

At present no mode~for development of private producers in sanitation sector is
available to DPHE Therefore the 5d exercise its findings arid recommeridation~
will be very u~” in the strategic policy forrnulation~In the sanitation sector

1. General

CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH CONCERNING
PIT LININGS

A latrine mainly consists of two parts viz, the superstructure and the sub-structure,
partitioned by a slab in the middle or Lhe ground level The sub-structure generally
consistsof the pIt ortrench dug in the ground to make space for holding the excreta
For safety of the pit and proper encompassing of the excreta, the pit is usually lined
by some suitable material

The ‘Pit’ Is that component of a rural latnne which holds the human excreta within a
well-protected area thereby stopping undesirable smell and spread of germs It
acts as both a storage and isolation chamber for all germs connected with human
wastes It is a very important part of a latrine from hygienic point of view

A standard pit may take from 4 to 10 years to fill up, depending upon the volume of
the pit and thenumber of persons using it. A decompositipri process takes place In
the pit which decreases the volume of wastes deposited by about 50 percent For a
latrine used by 5 persons to last for 4 years without being filled up, a pit of 60 cIt
volume is required.

During the earlystage of the study, experiments concentrated mainly on the pit lining
component of the latrine

2. Types of Pit Linings

There arevarious types of n~atenaisused as lining of a latrine pit. Some of these are,
~ bricks, placed In honey-comb style
~ compressed clay blocks
is concrete hollcw~’-blocks
~ bamboo sticks, full or splits
is tree leaves, such as palm coconut etc
U banana tree trunks
~ reinforced concrete rings
is plain concrete nngs
is burnt clay rings
is firing in the pit
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For low cost latrines, the burnt clay rings are good for utllisation as latrine pit rings
These are produced as open- well rings and are capable of competing with concrete
nrigs The burnt clay rings are cheap in price, smaller in size, light In handling and
effective as pit linings These are quite okay as latrine pit linings because more than
20 rings can be placed one above the other But main disadvantage is that these are
very brittle and can break during transportation if not carefully handled Neither are
these available in all parts of the country due to lack of desired quality of clay and
artisan

Out of the above-mentioned pa linings, the reinforced concrete rings are the most
versatile and most widely used as kning of latrines Other materials are used under
specific conditions DPHE produces latrine rings of RCC and markets these for lining
of rural latrines Private producers are also manufacturing and selling ROC rings of
various dimensions to meet vaned market demands

Tne reasons behind the use of RCC rings as latrine pIt lining may be identified as
follows’

~ those can be manufactured in any place by anyone with a little training

~ me materials, i.e. cement arid Gl wire ace widely available
these can be stored for a longer period

U these are safe for transportation and installation

In this enquiry special research was undertaken on the improvement of pit linnigs,
especially on RCC nngs

3. Researchconcerning RCC Rings

An usual rural latrine consists of a slab and a pan on the top and five rIngs in the
sub-structure Some of the dimensions of the latrine components are very sensitive
to the overall costing. A small change or saving in these nng component bnngs
suisstantlaj effect on the cost of a rural latrine, as rn~samount or saving generally
gets multiplied by five times in a sIngle unit

3.1 Alternative Dimensions

:onstruction of RCC rings a numbe- ci’ variacles are taker into account Sucn
as

is helg”itofaring
~ thickness of a ring

diameter of a ring

size of khoa (brick aggregate) arid type of sand
mixing ratio

~ type, size and placement of reinforcement
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After some initial work was done, the number of ring variables were reduced down
to a pragmatic level The height ,of the ring was kept 12~’,as used by DPHE,
considering the fact that this gives optimum handling effectiveness Some other
parameters such as outerdiameter ofthe ring, materials of the mix such as cement,
sand and brick-aggregates etc. were also kept unchanged in accordance with DPHE
standard nngs for research purpose

3.2 Variables of ResearchRings

After a brain-storming session dunng the action research, an attempt was made to
minimise the number of variables. In the present study, the following variables were
considered for investigation In the workshop based research.

U ring thickness- 3 typeS
is ratio of mixing of concrete- 6 types
fl reinforcement- 6 types

The following varieties of rings were used In the action research
is 1” thick -6 mix type - 6 reinf type = 36 varieties
5 3/4” thick -2 mix types -6 reIn, type = 12 varIeties
is 1.5’ thick - DPHE type 1 variety

Total

3.2.1 Variation by Ring Thickness

49 varieties

As the five-ring latrine is the most common type used by the people, thickness of
the ring Is the most sensitive single dimension in the entire set of existing standard
components of the latrine.

The ring thickness is the most cost sensitive single dimension in the entire set of
latrine componercs. D~HEmakes theRCC rings with 1.5” thickness In our research
work alternate nnc tnicknesses of 1” and 3/4” were considered. Rings are
manutacturea wit, amervariables for each of land 3/4” thIcknesses Standard 1.5
thick rings were ~sc manufactured during our research for comparison purpose
Finally, all tnese rrxs were subjected to tests in the field and in the laboratory

3.2.2 Variation by Ilix Proportion

Following six ratios of concrete mix were used to manufacture RCC rings for the
research purpose

is 1 ‘2.5’5 (cement, sand & aggregate)
~ 1.3:6



‘I.
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1:4:8

~ 1:5.7
~ 1:610

~ 14 (2 -T-2) (cement, local sand -~ Syihet sand)

The above ratios of the mix correspond to the quantity of cement, sand and brick
aggregate Only in the last named case the ratio represents the volume of cement
to that of sand (local sand and Syihet sand mixed in equal volume)

3.2.3 Variation by Reinforcement Type and Number

The following six types of reinforcement were tried during the research work.

Type-i

Type-6
~ Less than PP reinforcement
U The circular rings of MS wire SWG-1 Bare only two in number. The placement

of first MS wire is after casting 1-1/2” height, and the last ring at a height of
10-1/2”. The MS wire is placed at the centre of the shutter mould

3.3 Casting of Research Rings during Research

The castings of the experimental rings were done with a combination of the above
three variables, keeping other factors unchanged

Unchanged factors or variables have been’
is Outer diameter = 30
is Height = 12’

is No reinforcement
The ringsare installed without any reinforcement I e. in plain cement concrete
(PCC)

Type-2 I
~ Standard DPHE type reinforcement
~ MS Wire of SWG-10 of DPHEIiJNICEF Standard Three reinforcing circular

rings are provided. The first ring is placed after casting 1” of height, second
nngis~acedattera5 :heightaridthelastringisfittedataheighlofli’. The
MS wire ring shouid oe positioned at the centre of the casting shutter.

Type-3
~ Bamboo relntorcement
~ The bamboo reinforcement is made of thin spins cut out of full bamboo. The

bamboo splits make bamboo reinforcement rings are approximately 15 mm x
3 mm in size The first bamboo ring ~splaced after a casting 1” height, second
nngisposrtionedafter5”he~htandthelastnngisfixedataheightof1i’tThe
placements are similar to that of stee~rings

Type-4
~ As used by Private Producers (~P~
U MS Wire of SWG-16 is usec D\ some of the orivate producers Three circular

rings are provided The firs rinc is aiven afterpasting 1” height. second ring
isaddedatter5’heic, ‘itas~t.”~ias‘ncislocated ataneight of ii’. The MS
wire is positioned at the cec~rea-me snutter mould

Type-5
U Less than DPHE reinforcement
~ Only two circular rings are reai~’~~i MS wire SWG-~0 The placement of first

MS wire is after casting 1-1/2 height and the last ring at a height of 10-1(2’
The MS wire is placed at the centre of the shutter mould

Othel- fixed parameters.
~ Cement: Portland cement from market
~ Sand: Local sand
~ Aggregates: 3/8” down-graded
is Water-cement ratio = 0.50 to 0.55

3.3.1 Casting Schedule

A schedule for casting experimental rings was finalised in four groups, and the
castings were done during the months from April 1990 to June 1990.

The following table givesvarious physical dimensions of the rings manufactured for
the research programme in tour different groups

Group Wall
Thickness

Variables by
mix reinf.

Nos. of
samples

Nos. of
rings

A
B
C
D

1’
1
3/~

1-112”

6
6
2
1

6
6
6
1

36
36
12

1

108
72
36

4

All the rings were cast in the Village Sanitation Research Cec~re(VSRC) of DPHE at
Mohakhali~Dhaka Total construction activities were as follows
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Research Concemlco Pit L!rHn~s 27Group A i’ thick rings with traditional shutter mould, 36 variables - (108 nos)

April 1990
Group B i’ thick rings with mechanical device, 36 vanables - (72 nos.) April -

May i990 I
3/4’ thick rings, 12 variables - (36 nos) May 1990
1-1/2” thick ring, single vanable - (4 nos)Jurie 1990
4 variables (20 nos) July 1990

In group C. the 3/4” rings were cast to expenment it rings of less then ) thick were
feasible Better quality concrete of richer mix was used to make this particular type
ofnngs I I

The rings were later cured by dipping into the curing tank and were properly stacked
after that markIng each ring for as ‘~ariablesLater rolling tests and laboratorytests
were acne atthe laboratory of Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
(BUr), to ascertain their workability arid strength

Each type of sample rings. with a set of variables was cast three times It wa~decided
that one ririg from each sample will be used for rolling and handling tests. Tnc~e
samoles which passed me rolling test were sent to laboratory for Iced bearing ~ests
Two a’ each samples were tested in the laboratory to get an average resijit Apart
from a number of rings cast in the trial-casting before the actual experimentation a
total of 240 rings were cast using traditional shutter moulds with the helo a’ a
mechanica) device, and~combinatIon of difrereni variables

3.3.2 bost Analysis of Rings with Variables I

Detailec analysis of materials and cost estimates was undertaken for nrigs wan
difrerent variables to evaluate the relative costs These materials and cost estimates
have been tabulated arid are gwen on the following pages.

The following unit costs and matenals calculations have been lncludec H these
estimates. I

The unit costs for the estimates are taken as
Cement

° Locai sand
° Sylhet sand
is Aggregates
U MS bar for reinf
° Mason
° Labour Tk 4400 perday

Group C
Group D
Final Test

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS ESTIMATE PER RING (1” ThICK)

51 Rainf.
No Type

Mix
Pmponbn

~fl
rang

Ouanuiy
~~wirtfu

Mason Labour’

1 T—1
2 (No

1,25:5
1.35

1
1

44cfl&~T[’S”~Z’
3.60 0.28 0.55

—

—

0.50
050

326
325

2.751
2.751

.-

3 steei) 1:4.8 1 2.80 028 057 — 050 325 2.75 —

4
S

6

1:5.7
1:610
1:4(2÷2)

1
1
1

250
2.16
720

035
032
0.37

0.50
0.54

—

.-

—

-

0.50
050
0.51)

3.25
3.25
3.25

2.75
2.75
2.75

-

—

037
7 T—2 1:2.55 1 440 027 0.54 — 0.50 3.25 2.75 —

8 (OPHE) 1.3.6 1 3.60 0.28 055 — 0.50 3.25 2.75 —

9
10

P4.8
1:57

1
1

2.80
2.80

0.28
0,35

0.57
0.50

-.

—

0.50
0.50

325
3.25

2.75
2.75

—

—

11
12

1:610

1:4(2÷2)
1
1

2.16
7.20

0.32
037

0.54 —

—

0.50
050

325
3.25

2.75
2.75 037

13 T—3 12.5.5 1 440 027 0.54 — 050 325 275 —

14 (Bantoo) t3:5 1 3.60 028 0.55 — 0.50 325 275 —

15 1:4:8 1 2.80 0,28 0.57 — 0.50 3.25 2.75 —

16 1:5:7 1 2.80 035 050 — 0.50 3.25 2.75 —

17 1:610 1 2.16 0.32 0.54 - 0.50 3.25 275 —

18 1:4(2+2) 1 7.20 0.37 — — 0.50 3.25 2.75 037
19 T-4 P2.5.5 1 4.40 027 054 - 0.50 3.25 2.75 -

20 (PP) 1:36 1 3.60 028 0.55 - 050 3.25 2.75 -

21 1:4:8 1 2.80 028 057 — 0.50 3.25 2.75 —

22 1:5:7 1 2.80 035 050 - 050 3.25 2.75 -

‘13
24

1:610
P4(2÷2)

1
1

2.16
720

0.32
037

0.54
—

—

—

05(~
0.5d

2.25
3.25

2.75
2.75 c37

25 T-5 1.2.56 1 440 0,27 0.54 — 0.50 3.25 2.75 -

26 (iess 1.3.6 1 360 0.28 055 — 0.50 3.25 2.75 —

27 DPHE) 1-4.8 1 2.80 028 057 - 0.50 3.25 2.75 -

28 1:5’7 1 2.80 0.35 050 - 0.50 3.25 2.75 -

29 1:6.10 1 2.16 0.32 0.54 — 0.50 325 2.75 —

30
31 T-6

1:4(2÷2)
1’2.5:5 -

1

1

7.20
440

037

0.27
-‘

054
—

—

0.50

0.50
325

325
2.75’ 5.37

275~ —~

32 (iess 1:36 1 3.51) 026 0.55 .- 0.50 3.25 2.75 -

33 PP) 1.4.0 1 2.80 0.28 057 — 0.50 325 2.75 —

34 1:57 1 280 035 050 — 0.50 325 2.75 —

35 1.610 1 2.16 0.32 054 — 0.50 325 2,75’~ — I

36 14(2+21 1 720 037 — — 0.50 325 2781 crTIp. 4 40 pe~xg
1k 6.BUpercfi
Tk 1000 percft
Tk 20 00 per cft
Tk 22.0C~per kg
1k. 52.00 per day

II
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CALCULATION OF ACTUAL COST PER (1” THICK) RCC RING

Based on Prices as used by DPHE
1) Cement TIc. 220 per 50 kg Bag = (Tk 4.40 per kg)
2) Reinforcement for ring, MS wire No.10 7k. 22 per kg
3)Sand=Tic 680percubictt.
4) Brick chips (khoa) = Tk 20 per cubic ft
5) crude as = 7k 0.50 per ring

6) Syihet sand = Tk 10 per cubic ft
7) Bamboo Reinforcement Tk 2 71

per ring (matedai÷iabour)
8) Mason 7k 3 25 per ring
9) Labour 7k. 2 75 per ring

CALCULATION OF COST, RING (3/4” THICK)

Si IReint.
No. Type

=

Mix f COST Total
Proponion ~emen4 Sand i~~”s wir ~c0” ‘Mason L.abour Cosi

7k. 17k. 7k Ti’ )fl 76 7k (7k)
Remarks

112 3 4 ), 5 6
I

7 I a i 9 10 11 12
1
2l

7~1
(No

1.255
12.6

Th’IT
1613

iii”
187

10.78
1100

lo.sc 3.25
050~ 325

275
275

3808
355

3 steei) 146 1241 1.92 1128 050 3.25 2.75 3211
4 1:5. 1241 240 9.86 050 325 275 3117
5 1~6,10 9 49 2.20 10.78 0.50 3 25 2.75 28 97
6 1 4(2—21 32.25 2.49 3.67 0 50 3.25 2.75 44 91
7
8

7—2
)PHE

P2.5:5
1 3~5

18.97
16.13

1.8.3
1.87

10.78
11.00

12.5.4
12.5’

0.50
O.5d

3.25
3.2~

2.75
2.75

50 62
48.04

9 14:6 12.41 192 11.28 1254 0,50 3.25 275 4465
10
11

1’5.’
1,6 ic

12.41
949

9.40
2.20

9.86
1078

12 5.4
12.5’

0.59 3.25
0.50 3.25

2 75
2.75

43.71
41.51

12
13 7—3

1:4(?—21
1:2.5.5

32.25
1897

2.49
1.83

3.67
10.78

12.54
613

0~50 3.25’
0.50 3.25’

2.75
275

5745
4621

14
~5

amop
!

1.3:8
i.4:~

16.13
1241

1 87
1.92

11.00
1128

8.13
8.13

055 325,
0.50 3.25

275 I
275

43.63
40.2~

16 1 5~ 12.41
17 1:610 9.49
18 : 1’4(2~2) 3225
19 7—4 1:2.5 5 18.97
20, tP°) 136 16.13
21 1 4-6 12,41
2L1: 1:5.7 12.41
231 1 610 949
2’, 11 4(2—~ 32.25
25’ 7—5’ 112 5.5 1897
26: (less 1.36 1613
2~ PHE Y4:5 1241
2&L 1.5~ 1241
29~ 1:6.10 9491

30 I 1:4(2+2) 32.25
31, 7—6 1:2.5’S I~ 18.97

32 (less 136 I ‘ 1613
3a PP) P4.8 12.41

34, I 1:5.7 I 12.41
35! 1 610 9.49
36 14(2÷21 32.25

2.40 9.86
220 10.78
249 367
1 83 10.78
1.87 11.00

1 92 11,28
2,40 9,86
2.20 10.78’
249 3,67
1.83 10.78
1,87 1.0O
1 92 11,28 I
2.40 9.86
2.20 I 10.78
2.49 3.67
1.83 10.78
11.ai 1tO0
192 11.28

2.40 9.86
2,20 10,78
249 3671

813 0.56 3.25 2.75 393
813 ~ I’ 3.251 2 75’ 31
813 USC I 3.25k 2.75 304
508 0.50 3.25 2.75’ 43 16
508 ~ I 3.25’ 275 40.58
508 Q,551 3.25’ 2.75 37 19’
5.08 3 25~ 275 3525
5 ~ o.so~3.25 275 3405

5 08 0.5OI~ 3,25’ 2.75 49 95
835’ 0.50~ $15 2.75~ 46’-~~
836 0.50 3.25 2,75 4385 I

8.35 0._01 3.2~ 2,751, 40 4”4

t 38 050 3.25’ 275.4 3955
5 36 0.50 3.~ 275 .~ 3 22
8136 0.50~3 2~ 275 53
339 0.50 3 :& 275 41
3.39~050 a2~I 2 75~ 3889:11

339 050 325 275 35 5~
3.39 050 3 2~’ 2 ~ 34.5~
339 0.50 325 275 32 36]
339 050 3.237 275 483~

:
~
~
~

I

,

.r

~

~
I’

‘

r Reint
No Type

Mix
Pioporlion

Total
cos:
iThi

RemarksCenrenr I Sand
7k Ti’ I

cosT
iOioa
7k

MS Wire I c Oil Mason Labour
Tk 7k 76 7k

12 3 s e 1 :6 9 110
1 7—111.265 I

i 136’ :
3 T—2p255 :

1410:
11951 139

14101 139

136801
817
801

10501
osol

12.54 050

325 2.75
326 2.75
325) 2.75

29.97
2805
42.51

4 I 1.36 i 11991 139 817 1254 050 325 2.75 40.59
5 7—3 125-5 ii~10 ‘ I 36 801 813 050 3.25 275 38.1
6 1:36 ~ 139 817 813 o.soj 3251 275 3818

~ ~ 1255 1410’ 135 801 508 osoF 3.251 2.75 25051
8 136 11991 l39i 817 508 050 325i 275 33.13 I

8 36 I 0 50 3 25 ‘ 2 76 38.33 1
10 I 116 1199 1391 8.171 836 050 325 275 364’’
11 7—6 1255 1410 1.36 801 339 050 3251 275 33.36
)j~, 11.36 1199; 1.39 8.17) 335 325. 2Th 314.4

CALCULATION OF COST, RING (1-112” THICK)

Si IReinL, Mx COST I Total 109,
NoJ Type Prooonion .Cemem Sanc , Khoe Ms Wire I C.O4 Mason Labour Cos: Overhead

I 7� I 76 76 7676 7k. I
TkiAcIded

ii 2 3 4 5 , 5 I — 1 8 5 I 10

1 7—2 I 135 2462 285 1678 12.54 050 3.25 275
OPHE I

1’ P 12

6329~ Th%

II

II
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The volume of concrete in a ring has been calculated by using the follciwing formula

V=~r x(D2’D1)/4xH
= 0785 (D2 -D1)H

where
V = volume of concrete in cft
D2 = outer diameterof ring in ft.
Di = internal diameter of ring in ft
Jt =314
H = height of nng in ft (in this case it is = itt)

DPHE uses 3 nos 10 SWG wires as reinforcement for making RCC rings. Weight of
3 nos 10 SWG rings is 0.57 kg and therefore cost of each ring comes to 1k. 63.29.

The private producers normally use inferior quality steel for reinforcement. Usually
they use MS wire of 16 SWG. One ko of 16 SWG wire produces approximately 13

rings of 30” diameter Weight of single ring is 0.077 kg and therefore cost of a ring
comes to 1k. 40.58

To analyse the cost of bamboo reinforcement the following estimations have been
made A bamboo of 3’ diameter 16’ long costs Tk, 26 This will produce
approximately 40 bamboo splits of 10 mm x 4 mm size. A bamboo worker @ Tk.1 00
per day produces 50 bamboo reinforcements splits Therefore, the cost of bamboo
reinforcement per p~cecomes to 1k. 2 71.

It Is estimated that one mason anc one labour cast 16 rings including mixing of
concrete, preparation of reinforcement etc - in a working day of 8 hours

3.4 Testing of Rings

During discussIon with various key Infomiarits one thing was confirmed that the real
test of tne latrine nngs lay in the acua fold handling i.e. their durability during
transportation. loading and unloadrig ~ is felt that the laboratory proved strength
of the ring is of less practfcRl value it ras ~eenfound that even earthen rings made
by the potters were successfully ~sec~ 20 in numbers in depth. and when those
pits were rs—excavatec, tneo~rinas remained healthy and intact Tns indicates the
relative importance of the hancjlincs test ri comparison to their strength to withstand
the earth pressui~ II

it was decided that each type of rnaru.ztacured ring will be tested by rolling these
over on a rough surface for a distance or 300 tees as a first test The rings then were
subjected to loading unloading anc nad been carried througha distance of 10 km
Those samples which survived the rolling and handling tests, were crush-tested in
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the laboratory to check their compression strength in order to determine their
absolute and relative strengths

The folkming calculations show that the stress developed on the bottom-most ring
of a five ring latrine is only 17 psi approxImately, which is far less a strength than
provided by any t~eof concrete

Calculation of earth pressure within soil mass, using Rarikine’s theory. IS:

P=Ca.y h,
Where P = Active earth pressure

y =UnitWeightofsol]
h = Height from original ground level to last RCC ring bottom
Ca = Co-efficient of soil

The co-efticient of soil Ca depends upon the angle of repose, &

True values of theangle of internal friction can only be obtained by tests of the soil
In the absence of laboratory tests, the angIe & may be approximated as follows’

SLNo. Soil Type Angle of repose Angle of
Internal friction of soil = B

1. dry, loose sand with round grains,
uniform gradation

2. dry, dense sand with round grains,
uniform gradation. I

3 dry, loose sand,
angular grains well graded.

4. dry, dense sand,
angular grains well graded.

5. dry, loose sBt.
6 dry, dense silt.

(when the soil is saturated, the angle of internal friction is used as stateci considenng
the buoyed unit weight of the soil particles the hydrostatic pressure of thewater)

Considenng the soil as dry dense silt the value of A =

The co-efficient of sod Ca = (1 - sin A ) ,r’ (1 + sin A
(1-sin 30°)/(1 ‘~- sin3O°)

=(i—050)/(1 +0.50)
Ca = 0.33

A

A = 35.0°

A =34.0°

A = 46.0°
A =

~
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Unit weight of soil, y = y sat (most critical condition)=120 lbs/ft’~
Heightof soil pressure h = 4 ft assuming one of the five rings above the ground
level

Putting the values.
P =033x1201b/ft3x4ft
P=158~b/tt2

Earth pressureat the bottom ring wIll be
F=AxP
Wnere Area, A 30’ x 1 2~= 2 50 x I = 2 50 ft”~
andP i58lb/tt2 I

Force F = 2.50ft2x 158 lb/ft2
= 395 lbs

Considering tne RCC ring to be drv~edinto two equal parts by a plane of section
through the axis, with each plane section havIng an area of 1’ x 12’

Force at any one plane = 2.50 x 158 !‘2 = 198 lbs
Stress = 198 lbs I 1~x 12~= 16.5 Ps.

Say 17

I: is seen from the above ca1ci~ationsthat the fthce aeveloped at the lowest ring of
the latrine pit i~worst soil condition i4oniy 17 psi which is very much lower tnan the
strength of cdricrete of any nominal mix Therefore, we can be sure that rings made
of any concrete mix will be safe against earth pressure in the field

3.4.1 RollIng Test

Ooservations confirm that the real test of the rings lay in the rolling test Onty rolling
tests on rough surface can predict its aurabthry and also Its practical apolKtaJOn L~

different fields. The rolling test conducted during the action research was ~a-too
tough than the actual field handling of the rings All the UNICEcIDPHE staf WriC

wazcned the test agreed on it

Un~cefand DPH~officials were presbnt when the first rolling tests tcx rE

produced dunng the action research were conducted on 5th June1990 RCC rings
of different thickness arid various types were manually roiled on 300 ft of hard
ground to foolproof its strength. HBB and aspnalt roads and even the concrete
roads near the VSRC at Mohakhali. Driaka were used for the test. It, was d3ixec~
that when the rings survived this rolling operation then they are strong enougn~10
withstand all the normal loads applied to a ring for installation of sanitary Iatnnes

~,•“-~_ -i.~_.

1’ Thick Latrine Rings Constructed during
Research Work at VSRC Mohakhali, Dhaka

Ring Components ready for Rolling Test
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Casting of 1H Thick Latrine Rings at VS Centre.
Nagarkancla with New supplied Mould

Casting of 1” Thick Ring by Mechanical Device
Developed during Action Research Programme

Load Testing of 1~Thick Rings at BUET by Manual Loading
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A table showing the results of the rolling tests performed is given on thenextpage.
It Is clear from the table that the bamboo reinforcement rings are not feasible,
becausealmost all of them were broken during the rolling test. Theweakest concrete
mix of 1:610 also proved to be unsuccessful The rings with plain concrete, i e
without any reinforcement also failed except in the case of very rIch mix It may be
mentIoned here that in the actual field handling some of the broken nngs without a
reinforcement on with bamboo reinforcement might have survived because the
experimental tests conducted were much severe in nature than the actual handling.

3.4.2 Handling ana Carriage Test

Different types of manufactured rings were shifted and handled several times during
the action research programme After the roiling test, the remaining rings were
loaded in a pickup and transported to a distance of about 12 km at normal speed
regardless of the fragility of the load. The nngs were also cared to BUET laboratory
for load bearing tests.

It is noted that if the nngs survive the stress during their handling and normal loading,
unl~dIng,stacking and carrying It can be ass~irnedthat these are strong enough
for our village sa.nrtation purp~e.

3.4.3 LaboratoryTest of Sand Bearing Method

The RCC rings were subjected to toad test in the laboratory, using sand bearing
method It Is necessary for the test that the testing machine s~iould be of sufficient
size and ngIo throughout. so that it can provide a uniform pressure tnrougtioir tne
full length of the RCC rings to the maximum.

It was found after having a discussion with me concerned Professors of Clv~
Engineering of BUE~that there is no arrangement in the BUET to test the actual
homogeneously aoplied stress around the RCC ring because of its large diameter.
Therefore it was decided that the strength of RCC rings will be determined from the
results of ‘Sand Bearing Test Method’ and tne rwigs were tested accordlngl~

Since the load is applied only oil twb sides a.-c -io: a1~around the circumference of
the ring, theconditions of the test is ~-ioresevere trian theactual fielo condition This
alsogrves an added safety factoL - - -

As shown In the sketch on the following page me lab test consists of the following
Items
~ A container of sufficient size to carry sar~and to provide support to the ring

at the bottom The outside walls of me stee box are required to be able to
withstand the pressure

Thin Burnt Clay Rings for Latrines Produced by
Artisan

Rickshaw Van, Traditional Mode of Transportation.
wtth One Slab and Two Rings at Talma VS Centre
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RESULTS OF ROLLING TEST OF DIFFERENT RINGS
Rofling test done on hard ground and HBB road for a lenglh Of 300 ft. -

Si Wail
No Thick

Rent Mix—
Type I Propo”ion

Mariuiacture Roiling Tesi Resuii
Distance Physics Remarks
coveredui~condiiion

Dale Rolling
Date

3 4 5 6. 7 8 9
V

2 1”
3 V
4 ‘~‘

5 i~

6 1”

Type—i
(No

steel)

1255
‘1 3 6
1 45
1~57
1.610
1.4 (2+2)

22O4.9O~
21 04 901
22 04 90
220490
220490
23.04.90

050691.
05.06 91.
05.06 90
05.06.90
05.0090
08 06.90

300
300
295 .

2&~
100
25

01<
OK

Broken
Broken
Broken
Broken

7 , V

S
9 1’

11. ‘

12

Type—2
(DPHE

~

1 255
1 3 6
1:4 8
1:5:7
1.6 10
14(2+2)

25 04.90
~8.04.90
25 0.4.90
2204 90
23 04.90
2304 90

08 06.91
08 05. 90
06.0.5Sri
060�9~
06 06-90
06 06 90

300
300
30(~
300

280
300

OK
OK
OK
OK

Broken
OK

13L 1’
12 ‘

15 1’

16 ‘

1”

is i’•

Type—3 1 25.5
(Bamboo~ 1.3 6

1:4:5

~57

1:610
~‘ 1:4 (2...21

‘4.05 901 06.06.90

2~05.90 0~0690
14.05 9O~ 070690

4 05.90 0~.06.9C
1405.90 070694

18.05.90 0706 94

300 ,

290
150
120
100
200

OK
Broken
Broken
Broken
Broken
Broken

1

19 V

20 1”

21 1

22
23 1”

24 1”

Type—.4
(PP~

~

II 2.5.5
13.6
1:4 5
1:5:7

116:10
11,4 (2~2)

29.0490’ 06.0690
29.04.90 08.06.90
30.04.90 06 06.90
3004.90 08.0690
1905.90 0~.06.90
1905.90 08.0690

300

300
300
300
200
300

OK
01<
01<
01<

Broken
OK

25 1”
26 1”
27 1’
28 1
29 1”
30 1”

1
1”
1”
1 •
~
1”

Type—s
(Less
DPHE~

Type—6
(Less

PP)

1:2 5:5

1:36
14:8
15:7
1:6’lO

:1 4 (2+2)

1.2 5 5
1 36
1 4 8

03.05 90 05 06 90
1904.90 06.06.90
03.0590 06.06.901
06 05.90 06.06.9q
06.05.90 06.06.90
10 05.90 07 06 90

102 05 90 07.06 90
02 05.90 0706.90
02.05 90 0.06.90

300
300
300
300
100
400
300
300
300

OK
OK
OK
01<

Broken
01<

OK
OK
OK

I

~

15 7
1610
1:4 (2+2)

02 05.90
07 05.90
07.05.90

0.06 90
07,06.90
07.06.90

300 OK
100 Broken
300 OK

Sand Bearing Method of Testing
for Crushing Strength of RCC Rings

Loading Platform

Bearing Block

I 31
32
33
134
35
36
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A steel box open at the bottom and top and with adjustable side waDs to suit
the width of the ring.

~ A wooden bearing block with about 1 cm clearance from the side of the above
mentioned steel box placed on the top of the ring

~ Load beanng steel plate of sufficient size to bear the applied load either
manually or through the compressive strength testing machine.

Following working instructions concerning two tests were followed:

~ The sand beanng steel box is f~ledwith local sand containing five percent
moisture The ring to be tested Is placed in the sand beanng steel box as
centrally as possible so that a segment of the nng is embedded in the sand
and the embedded arc makes an angle of 90 degrees at the centre of the ring.
The bottomless steel box is placed on top of It and sides are adjusted to snugly
fit tne widtn of the ring. The box is completely filled with sand. The sand thus
orovides a uniform pressure on the ring The wooden block is placed on top
of It as centrally as possible and the loading plate Is placed on top of the
wooden block in a way that the wnole arrangement on top of the ring Is as
horizontal as possible The load is applied on top of the load bearing steel plate
so thaI the n applies verticaliy through the axis of RCC ring. As the load is
apDlled on a horizontal plane on the sand It will cover the entire horizontal
plane of width of the ring

~ The load is increased gradually until the ring faHs under the applied pressure.
The degree of load ai which the ring fails Is recorded.

21 The tests of two sets of samples were conducted in BUET using two different
methods in tne first set the load to the ring was applied gradually b~a
mechanical device In the second sample the load was applIed manually as
descrioed above with an Increment of 20 kg load each time

A table rias oeen prepared and Is given on the next page wIth the result of the tests
performec as above on various rings in the BUET Laboratory and their
corresDoriclino costs Graphs prepared on the basis of these data are also given on
tne foUowir~page

3.4.4 Final Test on Rings with Umited Variables

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF COST & STRENGTH

5L~Reint
No I Type

Mix—
Proportion

V Thick Rings 314 Thick Rings 1—iI.2 Thick Ring~
Manul crushing Manui I Crushing RemarksManui Crushing

Cost C~k) Load fibs) Cost (Tk)
2 3 4 5 6

1 Type—i 125.5 3808 255 2997
2 - (NO 1’3 6 3550 195 2805
3 steeij 1.4,1 3.21 225
4 ~15,7 31 17 375

5 ‘1 6,10 28.9~ 155
6 1 1:4(2-2 4.4~9’ 186 ~:
~ Type—2 1:2.5.5 5062 12’5 4251
8 (DPPE) 1 3.6 ~.‘ 4804 795 4059
9 11:4:8 44~65 595 .

10 : 15:7 4~7 406
11 1:610 41,51 35
12 1 1:4(2.2 I 5745 1195
13 Type—3 1:2.55 462 27~ 38,1
14 (Bamboo) i~3:6 i 4363 504 36 18
15 i’4.8 40.24 296
16 1:5:7 39.30 350
17 1’6:1C 37 i~ 142
16 1’4 (2.2 5304 352
19 Type—.d 1:2.55 i ~ 15 435 35.05
20 ‘ (PP) 1:3:5 40.58 428 33 1~
21 1:48 37,’9 362
22 15:7 35.25 340
22~ 1.6:10 34.05 29C~
24 1t4-(2.2 49,99 3.82
25 Type—5 1:2.55 46,4.: -.35 3633
16 (Less 1:3,6 4386 415 3541
27 DP)-iE) 14~8 40,4” 335
28 1:57 39,53 23.5
19 i’6’1C 37.33 2”.:
‘30 14 (2~.2~ 53,2” 3~5
31 Type—6 1:2.5:5 41 4” 455 33.3.6
32 (LESS 1.3,6 38.89 355 31 44
33 PP) 114:8 35,50
34 1:57 34,56 252

1 16:10 32.35
36 14(2.2. 4832

Load (ibs)bost (Tk~Lo~Ofibs)
7 8 I 10
162
70 1

.

~
~

,

150
360 6329 ~3O

I
~

~
~

50
140

140
240

205
190

~

~
15~
15~

~
~

From toe flnatncs of the first batch of experiments on sanitary latrine rings, it was
revealed that reinforcement type T-2 is most surtablc from strength point of view Also
1’ thici~nnas were found quite suitable in comparison to 1-1/2’ thick nngs The
strengtr. of 3 4 onick rings was found to be lower than those of 1’ thick rings and
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Cosi (T6~o)

34.ci 34,21 37.15 40.15 1.3.is 4~~9
~4C La.- iA,I US 13.54 l,U22.1

07p.—4000
liLac Th040i51 1’, —

Q’emsng Loc~flbc~

:i -: ~

were deemed to be unsuItable. The weaker mixes of concrete were also found to be
unsuitable for manufacturing RCC rings for general applicability.

Therefore, it was decided to inItiate more extensive expenment~of rings cast with
less number of variables. This time reinforcement type T-2, i.e. 3 Nos. 10 SWG wire,
was selected as a constant parameter Thickness of the rings was also taken
constant as 1”. Only variable that was taken was the mix of concrete of following
•hree types - 1:2.5:5, 1 3:6 and 1 ‘4:8

in August 1990, a large number of rings of the above types were cast To compare
the results of the above rings with that of the standard DPHE ring. DPHE standard
rings were also cast.

Five numbers of each of the following four types of rings wero again crush-tested in
BUET laboratory by sand bearing method.

Cost vs Strength of RCC Ring

CruthI0~i.oo~0e~: , Crossing L0~pbs)

5OD~ --

400 -- $75 -.-.. -

~07--/ 255

250.~

Cosi (To~a)

0215 1195

~ ~~tT-~1

250-- --

- Cost (Tak~)

2I.~’ 31.!’ 323. 3.150 3141 Wi
i,l,1c 13. 1,43. 1.6.6 1.2.15 04)0.21

!7pi PlO
(5105 ~ —

13~hln~1.0400 Os.)

40.512 13.71 4146 41.04 5042 57.45
65.11, l$ US 634 12.6.0 I,40s.a

0090-2 COOKE I.i51315.10..C

(50.5 T5)565014 -

cr51323
0 i.040c Os.)

500- ---

$00- ‘-.‘ -. - - ~, - , - . -~‘--~

100- - --‘-- —

Cost (Tc~)

27.10 32.X 4024 4343 44.30 1141
6136 1$” 1.4.1 L3~l 12.1$ 640021

TTP.’l 0)500 1510iO10.00.OL~
(115$ TSiCO5000 - 0’)

CrtS”.ing 1o~0b~)
5040

500 - — -

400
3.15.,.

‘~‘-1—2~4 ,.

~

-

500 -‘--~ --.--

1D0’~, -‘‘‘- - ,-,

Cool (Toka)
100

Type~ 1”thick Mix 125.5 Rein
4 3#lOSWGwires

Type 2 1” thick Mix 1 ‘3’6 Reint. 3# 10 SWG wires
Type3 l4thtck Mix 1:4:8 Relni.3# 10 SWG wires
DPHE type 1.5” thick Mix 1:3:6 Relnf 3# 10 SWG wwes

Test results obtained from BUET are recorded on the following pages A graph on
strength versus cost of the above four types of rings have been prepared and is
presented for getting a clear picture of the research results.

3.5 Conclusions of Ring Experiments

From the manufacturing of ring component for rural latrines with different variables
as mentioned in the report, and after testing these by rolling and in the laborator~
the following conclusions are drawn.

1 The rings madewIth less thickness of 3/4’ but with richer mixes do not have good
strength as compared to 1” thick rings But It may be feasible to use 3M thaci’
rings with rich mix in the field. because of its ligh: weight and less cost. ~i.rrtne
studies need to be done to establish this

2 The 1” thick rings made with no reinforcement or bamboo reiriroccer~e~~
not feasible, as they easily broke during the rolling test These v~renot
reccwrimended for further investigation.

3 The 1’ thick nngs manufactured with weaker mix of 1’6 10 mortar with diftererc
types of reinforcement also failed during rolling test This mix was dIscarded

27.2.1 3942 40.1’ 4.3.16 44.44 13.5’
61.10 26.1 1.4.1 634 03.606 640’S)

0570’S (1.014 lbs 0956 IsIs21.~.11)
(50.5 “blck1.,~ - I’)

Cosi (Toka)

— CruiSing 1.0400 J

21.20 54.1. 25.60 31.29 404’ 4040
15~ 210’ 610. 1.33 12.63 1.4)5.2)

7~90’4!‘.01 1000P0 5.m1005..5C
COOs: 51c65.., - I”
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BANGLADESH UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING& TECHNOLOGY, DHAKA
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

SRTC No 3045,39-90caked2 6 90 Veratese-Me-proporton & ra(ntoro.rn.nttyp.

Sentby’ WeeroSkrProject
000erenta*9 Typ. ateerahaeby ratrrtoro.mern

HorseNo 76 Road21 Bonegi,DbaSe-i213 7-1- No Reflmgarrr.gi
Re? Latter ~r.d May 30, 1990 7-2-Reontnecerrrprrta. ts.d by DPHE (3Has OWO wo.. -10 gauge

Dote at Tat (1 0790 T-3- Bamboo Reeworcerret (Bamboo ap?treapproo 7mm dat
Comported Viteg+ $enftetnrrLatrine RCC Rang 7-4- Rerrdoro as teed by Pot Producer. (3 Not SWO Wir..-l S geuge
Teat Method Saran beerwrg tale at RCC Ring 7-5-Lea. Reertoroernent than by OPHE (2 Noa OWn wire. - (5 gaug
FendDrrrrerr.mt. 7-8— Leo. Reed by Porn usedby Pet Prod (2 Pta, SWO weep-lb gloy’,

a)Wan tbckrreo. ot RCC Rang - “, b( treerrraj da • 2” Macrd orROC Rang - 12’

St Type
No

Mn- MIg No a? RCC Rug Crralrorg Lad lb. Remarks
Prooorror Dote torts ae Sornpte-’ Ibarrrpte—2

1 2
Type—i

3
1255

4
V0490

E
2

0 -
I 255~ 138

S

2
3
4

1.3k
146

(-57

210490
350490

35046C

2
2
2

105 136
235J 190
375 75

S thin 230490 2 155 90
6 14(2+2: 230490 2 186 164
— Iype—2 (255 3904,90 2 13(5 776
8 136 1604,90 2 795 362
6 (-48 290490 2 585 470

10 t57 3504,90 2 406 536
11 1110 23.0490 2 351 294
12 14(2-r2~ 330490 2 1195 536
13 Type—3 12.5:5 140586 2 274 425
14 136 210590 2 294 206
15 146 1405,90 2 396 294
15 (‘57 140590 2 235 164
17 11:10 (405~ga 2 142 (55
18 (4(2+2) 1805.90 2 342 164
16 Typ.—4 125.5 3504.90 2 435 614
20 13:6 390490 2 4~ 349
21 146 300420 2 362 305
22 it’ 3004,9(2 340 354

3 1-610 19,05,90 2 296 393
4 1’4(2o2j 1905.90 2 170 362
5 Type-S 1.2.55 0305.90 2 429 590
5

7
116

148

1904,90

93.05,80

2

2
‘4(5

335

452

: 95
,,~“

6 (‘57 06.05.90 2 235 206
(‘610 06.059(2 2 274 199

W
(1 Type—6

t4(2+2(

120’S
100590

02.05.90

2

2

376
465

932~
426

(2
43

ItS

149

02.00,90

02.05,50

2

2
355
235

140

154
34
35

PS’

i’eic
93.05.90

0705.50

2

h 2

353
•

broken
‘ 184

rnkaratownorating(ar35erg

* 1 4 (2.2, 0” 05 90 ; 155 130
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2
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BRTC No 3045/59-90 dated 2-b 60
Sn by- tntsrotahi Pro(sot Consubarsa AB

3-louse No 76 Rosd2l Sara*DMka-1213
Ref Latierdsisdllsy3o 1690

D.taotTsst 11,0760
Conwonsnt Vitsga Sanitation LatrineHOC Req
Tnt Method Sand baum

9 tat. of RCC Ring
Fared Donansuorra
a) Wail btknen of RCC Roq - r b( Insert.) da •

VarSlaa Mer-peoporton & tstnloto.m.nt typeTyp. of oarsMan by talrdocoamert
7-1-No Rsuitoqon,ant
7-2-Rasdonoemero as and by DPHE (3 No. SWO wires -10 gauge
7-3— Bamboo Relrdoroentent(Bamboo spIne aopton 7mm its

7-4--HarMon a. used by Pot Prodriusre (3 Nos 5903 woes-lb gauge
7-6-Len Raodotce,nanl time by DPHE (2 No. SWS woos - 10 gang
7-b-- Lea. Reins by Iran used by Put Ptod (2 ~iuo SinG wire.-) 6 gauge

l-laigns of RCC Ring • 12

44J—1-4i~
13flI9

0 -

OR. MR. ((ABIRIJR (((((5140
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At.~L~.~4uJTh
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DF~lAG ttt~tcbWW.9
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bsrn~udStguiwtdi ~ -

BANGLADESH UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY, DHAKA
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DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
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,
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B
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2
2

2
2

2
2
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21 0540
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2
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2

2
2

2
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904
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362

425
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4. The 1’ rings manufacturedwith mix 1:4:(2+2) were found quite workable rich

and strong But these were comparatively expensive This mix was also avoided
from cost point of view

5 The 1” thick rings manufactured with different reinforcement variables such as I)
used by private producers, Ii) less than as used by DPHE and lii) less than as
used by private producers, gave a lower strength with slight decrease in cost
These were also discarded.

6. Toe 1’ thick rings manufactured with standard DCiHE reinforcement i.e with 3
nos 10-SWG MS wire were best and nearer to the strength of standard 1-1/2°
thick D~HErings. The mixes of 1-2 5:5. 1-3.6. and 1:4-8 produced good resuIt~
and were considered worth investigating further

7 Further investigations on 10 thick- rings with standard DPHE reinforcement and
three different mixes (vIz 1 ~25-5 1.3:6 anc 1 4-8) showed that the ring with mix
1:2.5:5 gives higher strength than that of standard DPHE ring with less cost, The
nng with mix 1.3-6 gives less strengtn than the standard D°HEring but the cost
is as less as Tk.1525 per ring Also tne strength is acceptable as it passed
vigorous rolling and handling tests

8 Pnvsical and Laboratory tests confirmec tna: n is possible to reduce ring
thickness

9. A saving of Tk, 1267 per ring to’- a reduced thickness of 1~as per type-i seems
possible This means saving a cost o 20% on each ring and a saving of over
22% on each latrine set consisting o- one slab and five rings. Incorporation of

this recommendation and consloe’-inc iooo DPHE VS centres all over
Bangladeshwith a production caoactrv or average 1300 rings per year per centre
a total saving of Tk.i 9.825 million canoe acnevea only in the governmentsector
Similar substantial saving car. be acnieved ir the prIvate sector as well, if a
reduced thickness of nng can ce rtrocuoed a: all level

Saving connected with ivpe-2 is so-cawr-~a:Dlgge in magnitude than that of
type—I with a lesser strength ~-.cv~s~- :r~stype may be field tested for further
researcrt,

iO.Toe mechanical device developed during the study for speedier manufacturing
of nngs has been tried with pron!s:n~tntof results

3.6. interim Conclusions After Tests

Considering vanous factors of research on RCC latnne rings, construction and
supply of 1’ thick nngs, instead of standard 1.5” thick rings was recommended It
was suggested that initially ring design of type-i and type-2 may be tried Type-i
ring is stronger than DPHE type ring and is less expensive Although type-2 ring is
weaker than DPHE type, but seems strong enough for our purpose and tried In the
field. However detailed field test will ce required before adopting a final design

Tne finally recommenoed ring alternative were the following

Type-i

Thickness
c Concrete mix
~ Reinforcement

Type-2
Thickness

c Concrete m~
Renforcemert

-1
1:2.5-5
3 nos 10-SWG wires

II

1.3.6
3 no~1 0-SWG wires

Type-i is preferable to Type-2 because of much higher strength wrtn slightly higher
cost. The cost ana strength comparison table is as follows

Type Cost (Taka) Strength (Ibs)

Type-i
Type-2
DPHE

50.62
480~
63.28

838
586
T72

Tne above data has been used to compile a cost vs srrengtn graor. to tne above
types of rings which is given on the next page.

3.7 Field Test art 1’ Thick Rings

To find the effectiveness of recommendation ofthe action resear~iIii res~rchcentre
and laboratory it was recommended to initi°tea field test in artua( VS construction
centres The flelc test was started in 3 upazias of Farid~urin A~nl,1991and
continued for a period of 12 montris The details of this fiela test are given in a
separate chapter later in this book
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A mechanical casting device to facilitate lifting of the inner ring was tried out and its
impact during proauction and on economy was analyzed

The new device worked out for rnanufactunng of RCC rings Is very simple and can
even be independently handled by labourer The concrete is to be poured between
inner & outer circular rings The inner ring which also has an inclined trough to
facilitate polishing of concrete, then needs to be rotated on a vertically threaded
shaft which is attached with arms and a hub nut to the inner circular ring.

Results of SomeSelected

1” Thick Rings and Standard DPHE Ring

Crushing Load (Lbs)

4. Improvement in Casting Technology

Usually RCC rings are cast in a mould made of 2 nos. cylindrical MS shutters placed
vertically and concentrically. After casting the inner mould is removed in two parts
and then the outer layer of the mould is released

During InItial days of action research on rings, a mechanical device for casting of
the RCC rings was producer1 by our engineers. This mechanical casting device
facilitates lifting of the inner ring for easiness arid quickness of casting

The detaHs of traditional shutter and mechanical device for casting rings are
described in the following paragraphs

4.1 TradItional Shutter Mould for Ring Casting

For producing RCC ring vertical shutters made of mild steel sheet have been carefully
designed The outer ring contains two sections and the inner circular shutter also
contains two semi-circular sections, which are separated by 1/2” thick wooden strip
in twosidesfor easy removal from the inside ring shutter The outerand inner circular
shutters are required to be smooth and exactly circular for trouble free operation.

The shutter sho~idbe rigid enough to withstand the prassure appl~ddue to
compaction of the concrete It should not be disproportionate or loose Its circular
form, otherwise lifting of the shutter forms would become difficult after fresh casting.
Before casting, the shutters have to be properiy lined with burnt mobile oil, which
will make the removal of the shutters from the RCC rings easier.

The mixed concrete for preparing RCC nng should be put Into the shutter In stages
where each layer has to be compacted replenished with a rod or stick After 5 to 10
minutes of complete casting of RCC ring toe Inner circular shutter can be removed.
After about iOta 15 minutes the outer part of theshutter can be opened

4,2 Mechanical Device for Ring Casting
45 0’i
‘:3:6

5062
1:2.5.5

~- 4465
1.4.6

63.29
1 3.6(1.5)

[~ Crush1n~Loac~J
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Thecompaction ofthe concrete is done by creating centrifugalforce due to rotation.
After casting one RCC rings in the device, the outer part of circular shutter should
be oiled with used mobil before going on to next casting operation It stops the steel
form from sticking to the RCC ring surface

This device takes about 12 minutes to produce one ring. During action research
work 72 rings were produced with the help of this device using different
i-nix-proportions and reinforcement as variables

Similar type of casting was done with standard shutter method with which on an
average it took 22 minutes to cast one ring Hence about 10 minutes of casting time
per ring can be saved, which will also save the cost of production

4.3 CostComparisonbetweenTraditionalShutter & Mechanical
Device

Traditional shutter for castIng rings costs approximately 1k 3,000 whereas using a
mechanical device woned cost approximately Tk 8.000

4.4 Improvement of Mechanical Devicefor Casting

In the later part of theaction research programme effort was made to increase the
efficiency of the device by reducing the pitch of me threads of the lead shaft

After that handling of the equipment has become easier and more efficient-

It wastelt that this Improved mechanical device for casting of rings are more suitable
for places where mass production is required It is unlikely that such possibility will
arise in our area of study. Therefore, further research on thIs topic was abandonea
However, the whole mechanica~device still has scope for further improvement
particulariy pitch optimisation of the reads and tolerances of the lead shaft and the
internal threads of the hub nut

5. Research on Alternative Pit Lining

The various alternatives of latrine pit lining have been described in the beginning of
this chapter. These are RCC rings burnt clay ring hollow bricks compressed clay
blocks, bamboo sticks, trunk of banana trees etc. Most of these types are widely
utilised by many people In various parts of the country-

The RCC rings are mostly in use in construction of village latrines among theabove
mentioned alternatives The bamboo sticks orbamboo mats are used In some places
as a cheaper alternative The burnt clay rings are also cheap and are sufficiently
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stable. Their avallablilty Is however limited in some areas as these require good
quality local clay and of artisans. The bamboo tree trunk are usually used in sandy
areas where the fibers of the trunks provide necessary resistance to the sand pit.

Some work has been done on compressed clay block lining The Housing and
Building Research Institute (HBRI) was contacted for Information on this. It was
found that althoughthe raw material costs almost nothing buttheproductivity of the
manual block making machine is so meager that the production cost per unit brick
becomes almost thesame as thecost of a kiln burnt brick Therefore it is not feasible
commercially and economically. This compressed clay block production can be
feasible only in community participationprojects where voluntary labour is available
and may become worthy of consideration if cheap and high speed block making
machines can be designed.

Another simple way of pit lining is Just to light some fire Inside a newly dug pit This
hardens the surface of the pit arid makes a natural burnt clay lining. Such improvised
linIng methods are generally used in placeswhere the clay is naturally stiff.

‘Considering all the alternatives of latrine pit lining, it was conduded that the RCC
rings are the most suitable alternative for mass production, distribution and general
use

6. Study on Types of Top-soil

AIowcostlatJineismadec~onesiab~asetof. Thenumberofrings
traditionally are five. However, the actual requirement of number of rings varies
depending upon the condition of the soil and affordability of the user. Many latrines
have been constructed with four, three, two, one ring or even without any ring.

Considering the limited purchasing power o~the users and aiming for wider
sanitation an~e.Unicef advocated for one ring and one slab latrines. But the soil
coridrtlons in many places, specially in sandy char (alluvial soil) areas, are not
suitable for one ring latrine construction,

As per a decision taken at a tripartite meeting of DPHE, Unicef and WHO a study
was conducted ~ythe end of 1990 to review the sale and performance of one slab
one ring latrine sets The study recommended that thepolicy ofsale of one slab and
one ring latrine set should be area specific, based on hydro geological conditions
The areas where the soil is a mix of silt and clay and the ground water table is low,
are most suitable for one slab one ring latrines In sandy soil with high ground water
table, five rmgs ri the pits should be continued to be used.
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The same study also recommended that for santtaiy disposal olhuman excreta for
a 6 member family In Bangladesh, Inthedepth of a latrine pIt should be at least 5 ft
This is applicable for both one-ring latrine in clay soil and five-ring latrine In sandy
soL

The depth requIrementof normal latrine pit is 5’fL But the requirements of latrine
rings depends on the hardness and otherqualities ofthe soil The question is whether
the soil canwithstand pressurewithout collapsingand up to what depth. The harder
the soil, the lesser the number of rings required.

In the ADP of VHlage Sanitation Proiect (1991-92) of DPHE, provisions for the
manufacturing arid sale of one slab plus five rings latrine in certain areas of the
country has been kept- Though in most of the areas, the VS centres of DPHE are
selling erie slab one ring latrine sets

Howeve~in many cases, one slab one ring latrine purchasers are also buying
additional rings from the private producers as per their requirements. One of the
recommendation of theabove mentioned WHO/DPHEJUNICEF study Is also In line
with this fact It states that, prrvate producers of latrine components should be
encouraged to increase and maintain quality of their products and should be
assisted in their market development

Discussions were held with DPHE for collection of secondary data on top soil
condition, It Is understood that Unicef is rnal’lng a survey on types of top-soil. The
survey is in progressand compilation o~the data Is not yet complete

We could not finailse compilation of regional map on top soil conditions of
Bangladesh due to non-availabiity of secondary data We feel that union-wise
deta~edsurvey of the soil condition along with under-ground water-level data
collection should tie camed out in order to ascertain the number of rings In a latrine
This survey should not only cover me top-soil but should also cover sub-soil down
to the depth of mInimum 5 ft. arid this should be done by separate consultants. This
work alone will, however, take a very long time On the basis of data accumulated
from the survey, a regional ma~on soils conditions in Bangladesh can be prepared
wnich may prove to be very uselu.

7. Recommendat~ons

Construction and use of 1 thick rings, instead of the existing standard 1.5” thIck
rings is technically feasible, The recommended design of 1” thick ring wIth 1:2,5:5
mix is 20% cheaper arid still stronoerthan 1 5~traditional rings Field tests on 1” thick
latrine rings have proved to be successful and its adoption is recommended It In the
place of exIsting 1 5” thick rings in all the VS centres of DPHE all over the country

•1
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This will cause substantial financial saving considering the large production of the
sanitary latrine components in the country. In the government sector alone, the
savingwill amount to Tk. 20 mdllon per year.

Using the mechanical device as suggested in this report will save time, production
cost and energy In the production of latrine rings As this device involves some
capItal investment, It is suitable only for places where a larger scale production is
requIred.

An extensive survey is recommended in order to carry out tests on sub-soil
condItions and water table levels, so that the number of rings required for a normal
latnne in different areas of Bangladesh can be determined





CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH CONCERNING SLABS

1. General

Slab is that part of a latrine which thvides thesubstructure i.e. the latrine pit, which
holds the human excreta, and thesuperstructurewhich gives privacy to the user A
user sits on this slab during detecation The maIn function of a latrine slab Is to cover
the pit

The slab should preferably have the following properties.
a no~too expensive
~ easy to transport
a smooth surface for easy flow
~ resistance against rot and termites
~ durability
~ easy to keep clean

Ease In cleaning the slab Is very important and it enhances acceptabflity of latrine
to the users

The slab can be made of concrete or by timber or b~mbooas in the case of
home-made latrines Considering the factors mentioned above, the concrete slabs
are the most viable The concrete slab can be manufactured with or without a pan.

The major concern in a latrine construction from the user’s point of view is thedesign
of a slab, which is the only pert In a pit latrine that calls for engineering skills This
Is where sanitary engineers come to the help of people

2. Types of Lati me Slabs

The following types of latrine slabs were Investigated during our Action Research
programme

~ Standard latrine slab with a oan
~ Split-type slab and pan
a Simple squatting plate v,ithoul a pari

° Mozambique-type Dome slab
a Malawi-tyce Sanpiat (sanitation platform)
a Improvised home-made latrine slab
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The detafl findings on the above types of pans are described in the following
paragraphs.

3. Standard Latrine Slabs with Pan

The most common latrine slabs are made along with a pan together in one unit. This
type is more convinlent to install than the one in which slabs and pans made
separately. The DPHE and most of theNGOsbu~dlatrine slabs inthis manner. HBRI
also recommends latrine slabs built along with pans In a sIngle unit.

3.1 DPHE-Type Slabwith Pan

Previously DPHE used to prepare the platform of the latrine with reinforced cement
concrete (RCC) slab. They used to make RCC latrine slabs in sqt~reshape and
make the slab and the pan In a single casting Now-a-days they have started casting
this latrine platform In a circular shape and with ferro-cement (FCL This FC slab is
quite convenient to cast, economical and easy to handle because oflightweight and
less thickness. DPHE make their FC slabs of 1” thickness and 30 to 33’ in diameter

When latrine slab is cast a slot for the pan is kept. Then separately constructed
cement concrete (CC) pan is fixed into this slot to make a single unit of pan and slab.
This is convenient for installation of latrine units. The DPHE-type slab and pan is
manufactured and sold in all the 1000 VS centres of DPHE all over Bangladesh.

3.2 LatrineSlabs by NCIOs

The NGOs throughout Bangladesh manufacture and distribute thelow cost latrines
in DPHE-type slabs built with pans Most of the NOOs follow the DPHE design for
manufacture of latrine slabs. Some big NGOs use their own models.

The Rangpur Dinajpur Rural Services (RDRS) have their own design for
manufacturing rural latrine slabs The RDRS casts the pan and the water-seal using
mould made of steel and concrete blocks Later the pan and the water-seal are
attached togethe- with concrete. This typeof construction is veryheavy and is more
cumbersome. However, researcti and development activities are continuing in the
field for improving tne design

3.3 HBRI Latrine Slabs

The Housing and Building Research Institute (l-IBRI) has made a model for rural
latrine slabs. They have made FC latrine slabs with pans in a single unit. Few years
back they had produced some experimental pieces of such latnnes and installed
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them In a village In Dhakadistrict But the HBRI did not follow up the project after
that due-to various reasons.

The 1-IBRI made their latrine slabs in a larger size of 48 diameter for making bigger
pits to accommodate larger volume of excreta. The thickness of the FC slab is 1.
The construction cost atthat time foctheslab with pan was 1k. 300 only. The present
cost, however, is riot available at the moment.

4. Split-type Slab and Pan

The pan and slab cast together become heavy in weight and akward in shape for
moving from one place to another. To avoid this problem, a split type pan and slab
was considered. In this type the latrIne slab is cast in the following three parts.

ri two semi-circular slabs and
a thepan

The above three parts of the latnne are carried to the site separately and easfty Then
these are assembled at the site durrig installation of the rings and latrine

This idea of split type slab and pan was however discarded, at a later stage, due to
the following difficulties

a it needs skIlled technician for the job which Is riot always available at the
Installation site
It is difficult to seal the joints ofthree parts veryeffectively

~ It becomesmore expensive for using skdled technician and use of cementand
other materials during installatiorL

5. Simple Squatting Plate without Pan

During very early stage, DPHE had used some simple squatting plates with hole in
the centre of the slab. These were square size concrete floor slabswith a hole Inthe
centrefor defecation purpose.The slabwas designed with a slopefrom each corner
towards the squat hole for easy cleaning The opening of the squat hole, without
Iii used to create stinks and draw msects

During this study It was obseived in the field that thegoose-neck water-seal of many
sanitary pans were broken by the users In spite of instructions by field workers
regarding the usage and the advantages of the water-seal, the users broke the
goose-neck The main reason is that they found the goose-neck as an obstruction
for easy passage of excreta to the pit.
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Breaking of thewater-seal causes bad sanitary effect, bad smell and draws insects.
Observing theabove problem in the field and after discussion with local engineers,
we decided to construct some latrine slabs without pans

Much thought was given on the above problems for finding a solution During this
research efforts discussions were held In this regard with senior sanItary engineering
staff of “International Reference Centre for Waste Disposal (IRCWD/EAWAG)’ of
Switzerland They suggested the use of some latrine slabs without pan but with lid,
on experimental basis arid also supplied some documents about such types of
latrines experimented and Litiised in a couple of African countries like Mozambique
and Malawi.

On thebasis of design and collected literature , work on the following two types of
slabs were carried out:

~ Mozambique-type Dome slab
~ Malawi-type Sanpiat

These latrine slabs without pans can serve as an intermediate technology option
between the standard DPHE slab with pan and the so called home-made latrine with
bamboo slabs.

6. Mozambique-typeDomeSlab

This is a simpleslab with a key-hole shape opening in the centreto be used as latrine
platform. The slab is cast In a convex shape or an arc of a circle. This dome shape
makes it possible to cast the slab without reinforcement The load on the slab Is
transferred through theedge of the dome to the ground.

Trie original drawings received from IRCWD/EAWAG had a bigger diameter of 1.5
meter. A revised drawing was prepared of a diameter of 2.5 ft. to suit the existing
latrine rings in Bangladesh. A copy of the drawing is given on the next page. Such
come type slabs were constructed and tested in VSRC Mohakhali. Loading tests
were done with 4 persons standing on the slab and It was found to be acceptably
strong

In the actual research work in Mozambique, by tne Mozambican National Directorate
of Housing and the International Development Research Centre of Canada, some
of the domes were constructed with terro-cement reinforcement. But none of the
thicken-wlremesh reinforced slabs passed the loading test, because the
chicken-wiremesh did not allow the concrete to be fully compacted. Using
chid<en-wiremesh turned out to be time consuming because it had to be cut in order
lit fit it into the conical form which was expensive as well Also because use of

I,
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reinforcement was not at all required due to the dome shape, this experiment of
dome slabs with reinforcement was notcontinued.

The document follc~vedin the development of this type of latrine is — ‘The Latrine
Protect, Mozambique, Manuscript Report, Intematfonal Development Research

Centre, Canada, September1983.”

A few Mozambique-type dome slabs were cast in the pilot project area of Faridpur
district by private producers, through training and assistancegivenduring the action
research exercise. The acceptability and durability of such latrine slabs are yet to be
tested in the field. This programme can, however, be implemented dunng the
expected 5P exercise in this pilot area,

7. Malawi-type Sanpiat Slab

Sanpiat System offers a very simple alternative of a sanitary slab, developed with
the motto -‘The simpler the better, as long we don’t compromise on safety or the
health of the people’ This is a simple flat slab, very low in cost and easy to install
Since this is a flat slab (and not dome shaped), some reinforcement is needed. The
steel requirement is only half a kHogram. mainly to make a hygienic handle for the
tight fitting lid for the opening hole. It is very cheap because usually eight sanpiats
can be constructed from one bag of cement

The Sanpiat (sanItation platform) Is a small locally prefabricated concrete slab
designed to lrnpr~’ethe floor around the drop-hole of tht. latnne. One of the great
advantage of this system is that the Sanpiat can be integrated in the floor of a
traditional latrine which eliminates the need of on the site cement work In rural areas.

Sanplatlatnne slabswere constructeo at VSRC of DPHEat Mohakhali and have been
tested with load of 4 persons at a time Some sanplats were made without any
reinforcement, which also proved to be good enough for the loading test. However
we recommend manufacturing of Sanplar with 2 nos reinforcing rr~sbars as per
design considering the handling and transportation needs

The drawings for the sanpiat system have a.’so oeen adopted to suit the latrine rings
of 2.5 ft. diameter, and are given on the npxt pages The document used forthis
purpose is - “The Sanpiat Systent baseci on experiences from Malawi and
Mozambique, by Bjcm Brandgerg, SB Consulting International AB, Sweden’.

The advantages of the Sanpiat system are as follows

1 The Sanpiat has standardised elevated footrests, which help the user to find his
right position even in the’dark A well studied design has essentially reduced the

I
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fouling of the squattingareas,especiallyIn public and Institutional latrines,as
peoplenow kri~vwhereto place their feet.

2. The Sanplat hasadrop-hole shapedlike a key hole, which issafeevenfor avery
small child. It is big enough for comfortable useand small enough to be
eomp~ete1ysafe.

3. The Sanpiathasa tight fittIng lid which l~tight enoughto shut out the smell,
thereby makingthe toilet room odourlessand free from flies and insects,

4. The Sanpiat is easyto cleanwith water or abrush. Smoothand correctlyinclined
surfacemakescleaning easy

5. The Sanpiat is easyto transportand easyto install. Since no specialskifi is
requiredevena laymancaninstall it

The Malawi-typeSanpiatslab hasalsobeenmanufacturedby privateproducersof
the pilot areain Faridpurdistrict throughourtraining and assistanceThe mass
productionandmonitoringof latrinesmadeof Sanpiatcanalsobecamedoutduring
theforthcoming5P exercisein thepilot area

8. Home-madeLatrine Slab

For thoseuserswho can notafford to haveeventhe low cost latrine in their house,
improvised honie-rriade latrines are recommended. These are simple pit latrines
with improvisedslab madeof bambooandmud

A pIt is dug Into theground approximately4 ft. to 5 ft deepwithout any lining, This
pit Is dugIn a conical form or in a bucket shape,to give stabflrty to the slopes
Sometime,lining isgivenby split bamboomats or bamboo frames.

On the top of this pit, at ground level, a layer of half-split bamboosticks are laid
cross-wiseA hole is kept In the centre for defecationpurpose Thesetop layer
bamboosheetsaretied with four bamboosplacedacrossat thebottom Thetop of
the bamboolayersareagain covered and plastered horizontally with mud, to make
‘it air-tight The opening is coveredwith a timber or bamboolid with a tall handle.
Useof this lid, whenthelatrine is no~in use,prevents bad smelland flies

Thepit of a home-madelatrine is made of about30’ diameterand4’ to 5’ deepThe
bamboo platform is made of size 36”x 36” squareto have sufficient coverageand
supporton theground Thesquareslabis tiedwith 4 bambooraftersplacedacross.
The half-split bamboosare placedside by sideand are naIled to the ground with 4,
four feetlong bamboosplacedacross An openingof 1 2’x T’is kept in the centre
for defecation
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fouling of the squattingareas,especIally In public andinstitutional latrines,as
peoplenow knowwhereto placetheir feet

2. The Sanpiathasadrop-hole shapedlike a key hole, whichIs safeevenfor a very
small child. It is big enough for comfortable useand small enoughto be
completelysafe.

3. The Sanpiathas a tight fitting lid which is tight enough to shut out the smell,
thereby making the toilet room odourlessandfreefrom files and insects

4. The Sanpiatis easyto cleanwith water or a brush Smoothand correctlyinclined
surfacemakescleaningea~

5. The Sanpiatis easyto transportand easyto install Since no specialsk~lis
requiredevena laymancan install It.

TheMatawi-type Sariplat slab hasalso beenmanufacturedby pnvateproducersof
the pilot areain Faridpurdistrict throughour training and assistance. The mass
productionandmonitoringof latrinesmadeof Sanpiatcanalsobecarriedoutduring
the forthcoming 5Pexercisein the pUot area

8. Home-madeLatrIne Slab

For thoseuserswhocannotafford to have eventhe low cost latnne in their house.
improvisedhome-madeIatnnesarerecommended These are simple pit latrines
with Improvisedslab madeof bambooandmud.

A pit is dug into the ground approximately 4 ft. to 5 ft. deepwithout anyhning.This
pit is dug in aconical form or in a bucket shape,to give stab~iryto the slopes
Sometime,lining is givenby split bamboomatsor bambooframes.

On the top of this pIt, at ground level, a layer of half-split bamboosticks are laid
cross-wise A hole is kept in the centre for defecation purpose These too layer
bamboosheetsaretied with four bamboosplaced acrossat the bottom Thetopof
the bamboolayers areagain covered andplasteredhorizontally with mud,to make
it air-tight. The openingis coveredwith a timber or oamboolid with atall handle
Useof this lid, when the latrine is not in use,preventsbadsmell and flies

Thepit of a home-madelatrine ismade of about30” diameterand 4’ to 5’ deeçi The
bambooplatform is made of size 36”x 36” squareto havesufficient coverageand
support onthe ground Thesquareslabis tiedwith 4 bamboorafters placedacross
The half-split bamboosare placedsideby sideand are nailedto the ground wIth 4.
four feetlong bamboosplacedacross. An opening of 1 2x 7” is kept in the cer~re
for defecation
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Tk.132
Tk 92
1k 64
Th.65
Tk55
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Materialrequirementsfor the platform is total 26 ft long bambooof an average3’

- diameter,whichmakes12 piecesofhalf-split bamboosticksof3’ lengthand4 pieces
of 4 It. length Sometimesadditional length of bamboois also required for the lid
with handleand for strengtheningof the pit One medium size ‘borak’ bambooof
approx.30’ length Is requiredfor makingthe home-madelatrine with bambooslab

A drawingof a home-madelatnri~with bambooslab is givenon the next page

9. Cost Comparison

Detailedcostestimateshave been done for different types of latrine slabs- These
aregiven on the following pages.Theabstractof costsisasfollows

1. StandardDPHE FC slab with pan
2. StandardDPHE FC slab without pan
3. Mozanibique-typeDomeslab
4. Malawi-typeSanpiat
5. Home-madebambooslab

10. Recommendations
It is observedfrom theabovefindingsthata slab-latrinewithout pan, Dome-slabor
Sanpiat(atTk 64 or 65) canbemoceat half thepriceof a standard DPHE slab with
pan(at 1k, 132) A home-madelatrine (at Tk. 55) costsabout 85% of a slablatrine.
All the different types of latrines nave tneir own advantages,and are meamfor
different Income-level groups of people

Thecostof home-madelatrine seemsto be very high In comparison to slab latrine,
But asthehome-madelatrinesare constructedby the usersthemselvesand by using
bambooor other materials such as tree branch etc., from their own source, the
actual costof construction of barnooo-latnnebecomesmuch tessthanTk. 55

DPHE and NGOs are, in general, promoting latrineswith water-seal pans. Unicef
and AnsarfVDP are advocatingfor home-madelatrines fpr those peoplewrio can
not afford water-seallatrines -

Action researchInquiry concludestriai ROC slab latrines With concrete lid cart’
provide a rnu~hneeded intermeciale technology optton betweenthe DPriE
water-sealpansand tnehome-macelatrines- Betweenthe Dome-slaband Sanpiat..
Sanpiatslab is recommendablefor the following reasons’

~ Sanplat is simpler in construction and installation

a Transportationof Sanplat is easierthan thatof theDomeslab

PLAN

STEPS OF CONSTRUCTION OF HOME-MADE LATRINE

LID

BAMBOO PLATFORM OF HOME—MADE LATRIFNE
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COST ESTIMATES OF VARIOUS LATRIIE SLABS
(Based on actual Market Price — July 1991)

Basic Costs for Estimate of Latrine Slabs
Cement Tk.

2. Sand Tk.
3. Coarse Sand (Syihet type, Tk.
4. Khoa (Brick Agregate) Tk.
5. M.S Bar (6mri dia.) Tk.
6. Wire. Mesh Tk.
7. Masor Tk.
b, LabOUr Tk.

l.Standard DPHE Slab and Pan
(Mix proportion: 1:3 and 1:1)

3.Mozambique-type Dome Slab
(Mix Proportions: 1:2.5:2)
Size: 30” die, and 2” thick

4.40 per kg
7.00 per cft

12.00 per cft
20.00 per cft
18.00 per kg

2.25 per sf6.
:00.00

5Q.0Q
per
per

no/day
no./day

Si.t_[

1

N~e of the Item - Qty

Cement 8.00

Unit Rate [~~unt ~

4.40

2

3

4

Sand 0.50 cft

Khoa 0.40 cft

3.1.S.Bar for handle 1.75 rOt

7.00

20.00

1.40

3.50

8.00

2.45

5

6

Mason 0.10 No. 100.00

Labour 0.10 No. 50.00

10.00

5.00

TOTAL 64.15

Si. item
NO.

~

L Quantity Total
‘ Qry
, Slab, Pan

Unit Rate I Amount
Taka Taka

Cemen~ ‘73’’ 4.5~ 12.~
1 4.401 54.00

2 Sano(Sylnet~

I Wore Mes:

4 Crude O~1/Wax

6 Maso~i

0.56 0.15 C.7C

16,00 0.25 16.25

— L.S. L S.

Cit t..1C 0.20

ctt 12.00

s~t 1.25

- —

Nc. ~oc.oc’

8.40

36.60

3.00

2C.00

1 Labour 0.10 0.10 0.20 No. 50.00 10.00

TOT~L Taka 132.00

2.Standard DPRE F.C.Slab without Pan
(Mix pronor:ior~: I.3~
Stze: 33 doe.. and trioc’

S.. Item
No.l

Qty Unit
, ‘

Rate Amount

Cenenz 7.~5 4.40 3499

Sand (Svlnet) 0.56 ‘~: :2.00 6.72

, Wore Mesh 16.00 aft 1 2 25 36.00

- Meson C~C N~ 100 00 10.00

S ,Lanour C:: N: 5C.00
1 9.7

TOTAL Taka 91.72

Say Taka 92.00

(Mix proportions: 1:2.5:2)
Size. 30 dja. end 2” thick

Sl.# Name of the Item

Cement

2 Sand

Qny Unit

.20 kç

0.45 I cft

Rate

4.40

7.001

Amount

31.68

3.15

3 Khoa

4 ~M.S.Bar ~o: slab & handle

5 Mason

0.36 , cft 20.00 I
5.50) rftt 1.401

0.10 ~, Nc. 100.00

7.20

7.70

10.00

6 Labour 0.10 No. 50 00 j 5 00

TOT~, Taka 64.73

Say Taka 65.90

5 .H~e-made Bamboo Slab
Size: 36’ soi:re, and halS bamboo thick (1.5”)

61.1 Name of the Item Qty Unit Rate

: Bamboo I ~a. 30 lonc

~

Nc. 40.00 40.00

2 Wore—na_ sore

3 Lanour

TOTAL

L.S , - —

I
5.00

0.20 No. 50

Taka

10.00

55.00
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CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH CONCERNING PANS

1. General

The ‘Pan’ is the most importantpartof a rural latrine structure. The functionof a
latrine pan is to be a receptacle for the human excreta during defecation,and to
drain it out in a convenientway to an underground pit.

Many different types of pans are available in the market Most of theseare cast
separatelywhile someare castin combination with ~hetop slab Thelatter type is
easierto place directly over a singlepit, as 1 is done in low costrural latrines Most
pans in the market are cast without a water-seal and require additional syphon or
water trap to protect it hygienically against bad odourand insects The low-cost
rural Latrines produced by DPHE, with assistancefrom Unicef, in their Village
Sanitation Centres (VSCs) are castwith an In-buIlt waterseal Most of the NGOs,
such asRangpur Dinajpur Rural Services (RDRS). uartne’ NGOs of NGO-Forum
working In ruralareas,alsoproduce the pans with in-budt waterseal

During the action research, efforts weremade to improve the quality of thepan by
thefo~owIngapproaches’

~ Improving designsof panfor betterhydraul~flow
~ Smootheningthe innersurfaceof the panwith lining

C Making improvedlow costparts madewith plastic

2. Types of Pans available,
Vanoustypesof latrine pans are availaolein the market Thesealsovary widely in
sizes Howevertne mostcommons~eof latnne pan is 16” long x 10” wIde (in the
backportion) x 7 deep Somepans are sold with too slab in one piece,someare

soldtogetherwith two footsteps,butusuallythese are manutactureaseparatelyand
soldassingleunits.

From manufacturingtypeandmaterialspointof view the following typesof pansare
ava~ab1ein the market.

~ simpleceramiclong pans
~ ceramiclong pans~rthin-built toot-stands

cansmadewith mosaicconcrets
C concretepanswith med cerrercneat.ftnrsr.
~ concretenanswith whitepnwderfinish
C simple concretepanswith normal finish

~ pans with low costpozzolonacement

The pans manufactured in ceramicaretermed aslong pans
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3. ClassifIcation of Pans by the Type of Manufacturer

The avaIlable latrinepansin the marketmaybeclassifiedbroadly into the following
threegroupsfrom manufacturers’point of view

Pansmanufacturedby ceramic/Insulation factories.
Paris manufacturedat DPHE VS centresandVS centresof NGOs
Pansmanufacturedby private producers

Pansof group 1 usuallyare of a higher price and are aimed for urbanconsumers.
whilethoseof types2 & 3 are usually cheaperandareusedby lower incomegroups
of urbanpopulationandthe ruralpopolatlon. Sincepansof group-i are meant for
urbanareas,theseare made with of cisternflushing facilities Group—2pansare
exclusivelyfor rural areasandtheseare pour-flush type, without option for cistern
flushing Pansof group-3typetargetsfor wider market Both cistern-flushing & pour
flushingtypepansare madeby the pnvateproducers

The pans of group-i are made with ceramicclay burnt in modemk~ns.Thereare
a few factoriessituated in and aroundDI-iaka for manufacturingceramic parts
BangladeshSarutaryand Insulation Factory (BSIF) of BCIC. a govt sector
corporation.is the main and the biggestsupplier of sanitarylatrine componentsin
the country. Another manufacturer M/s DhakaCeramic,with their factory at Tongi,
is also a large supplier of pansin the market

Parisof group-2 and group-3 areproduced all overthe country, andthese ai c made
with cement concrete materials

3.1. Factory Manu~acturecIPans

The factorymanufacturedpansare of goodquality, properlyceramiccoated/glazed
and moistureiree,which Is veryeffectiveagainstbacteriagrowth.There aremainly
two typesof manufacturedpansavailable in themarket

C Long pan (simplepan,footstepsavailable separately)
~ Oriental pan (onssatype)includes footsteps as a built-in unit.

Present (1992) price of factory manufactured pans’‘aries from Tk 350 to 1k 500 for
simple long pan and from 1k 900 to 1k 1600 for onental pans Thesepans require
a syphontwater trap (S-type) to make It water-seal Cast~gcost of iron syphon is
Tk. 60 to 1k. 100 andthosemade of PVCare slightly cheaper

It may be mentioned here, for information, that the western type commode
(water-closet) and the ceramic cistern manufactured by BSF are sold at Tk 1700
and 1k 1600 respectively

Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
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3.2 Pan made In Village Sanitation Centres of DPHE

With assistancefrom Unicef, DPHE had long back undertaken an exercisefor
productionof a low costlatrine pan suitable for and affordable by rural populatkrn
of Bangladesh.Thetypeof panpresentlymanufacturedby DPHE at their VScentres
Is theoutcomeofthat work Thistypeof pancomeswith anIn-built waterseal, known
as goose-neck.The idea of the goose-neckwas transferredfrom Thailand to
Bangladesh Goose-neckisa small semi-sphericaltube, fitted at thecircular bottom
endof the pan in such a way, that it holdswaterin it andsealsgases,bad smeil and
insects from passingthrough it When excretais flusned, it passestothe pit through
thewater in goose-neck,butagainfresh water this the water sealand the level 01
wateratthe bottom ofthe panremainsthesame.The in-built goose-neckcurbs the
needof addItionalsyphonsor water-traps andmakesit evencheaper This pan is
madewith cement mortar, a mix of cement and sandof 1 .1 proportIon and with
normalfinish Presentmanufacturing cost 01 panwith goose-neckis Tk.40 only

Previously, DPHE usedto make the reinforced cement(RCC) concretepanand the
3 ft.X 3 ft. square slab both cast together In that processthe moulds were
cumbersomeand usedto take longer time for casting of the panswith the slab

Presently, in DPHE VS centres, the 33” dia and 1 thick ferro-cementcircular slabs
are manufacturedLaterthe panis embeddedinto the slot kept for it in the slab to
make it one unit. it makesthe installation of the latrine componentvery easy.Just
the slab Is puton top of the top ring A diagram of DPHE-type panalong witn the
slabIs givenon the following page.

The total manufacturingcostof panand slab in DPHE comesto 7k. 145, But the
set is sold at a subsidisedrate of 1k. 50 Rings are alsosold at a subsidlsedrate
Thefirst nng issold at Tk 20only, while it~manufacturingcost is 1k. 85. Subsequent ____________________

rings,aresold at 1k. 45 each,up to a maximum numberof 5 rings __________ ____________

3.3 Pansmade En VS Centresof NGOs

SomeNGOs also manufacture the latrine pans and the slab together to facilItate
easyinstailation SomeNGOs makelatrines using their own desigr But mostothe
NGOs speciallythosewhogetassistancefrom Unicef or t’4GO-~orumusethe~-~E

design

The NGOs usually sell the latrines at a no-profit no-loss basis Their saleprice
therefore vanesfrom one NGO to another But the averagesaleprice is asfollows:

~ One panand slab Tk 150
~ Onering Ik.60

SEC ON-AA
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A set of oneslab and 5 rings costsTk.450
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RDRS,abig NGO,working in thenortherndistrictsof Bangladesh produces another
type of pan with in-built waterseal It has been observedthat the construction
methodoftheDPHE typepansaremucheasierthanthat of RDRS Most local NGOs
prefer the DPHE/Unicef type of pan to the RDRStype However, RDRS is doing
continuous researth on different types of pans

3.4 Paris made by Private Producers.

The product range of private producers is verywide In addition to sanitarylatrine
pans, these producers make vanous other concrete products,suchas rings, pipes
boundary pdlars, room ventilators etc The latnne pan constitutes an important
Productfor them, and this item is alsoproduced in different varieties The different
types of pansproduced by private producers along with the price range is given
below.

Thepansproducedby privateprocucersareusuallywithout goose-neckwaterseal.
Therefore,additional syphon/water-tapis requiredfor Installationof such latrines
Thepnvateproducers also make cement concrete syphons,price of wtiich varies
from Tk. 25 to 1k. 50. The watersealtype of pans made by the private sectorhave
beenoften found to bedefective. The improperlymadewatersealcanactuallynot
function in the installed latrines Targetted training is necessaryto remedy this
defect

Pricerangeofthepansmadeby privateproducersvaneswideiydepenthngon thel
quality. The following price range is a reasonableassessmenL

4. Study of Pour-Flush Pan made by BISF

During the developmentphaseof DPHE cans consicerabiework wasdone In thei’
VillageSanitationResearchCentre (VSRC) Mohakhali, Dhaka Asapartofthevillage
sanitation programme, DPHE came to an arrangement with BSIF M’i.rpur for
manufacturing low-costpour-flush pans,accordingtothedesignsuppliedby DPHE

Usually BSIF makes sanitarypanswith cistern flushing system. But as per DPHE
design,and to makethepancheaper,BSIF have intermittently produced pour-flush
type pans in their factory In 1987BSIF producedarid supplied 500 pour-flush pans
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to DPHE whichwere distributedthrough them. Till the end of 1990. DPHE had
procuredabout3.000unIts of suchpans.

This pan Is very neat, easyto useand cheap It is quite suitable for peopleof
moderatemeansandgoodtastelMng In semi-urbanareas,where running water for
cisternflushing is not available.

in additionto supplyingthe DPHE, the BSIF is also marketingsuchpans through
their regular dealers.Theseare quite popular amongthe knowledgeableusersand
are commonlytermedas ‘Upazlla-pans”

The factory salepriceof this pan is Tk.215 perpiece. AddIng approximately 30%
overheadarid taxes,theseare sold in Dhakaat Tk.260 in remote corners of the
country, the dealers charge extra transportationcosts and sell each pans at
approximately Tk. 300.

5. improved Design of Pan

Dunng this researchwork, It was notedthat the existing DPHE type pan hasthe
following three spec~Icharactenstics

1. The slopeof the whole pan bottom isvery steep
2. The curvatureat the bottom Is very narrow
3. The slopeof back-wallof thepanIs inward

We observed thatthe back-wall of the pan should be outwardly slantedto create
better hydraulic flow in the pan. When the pour water hits the inward sloped
back-wall, part of it spills back. But if the slopeIs in the dIrection of water flow, it
moveswithout obstruction

Corisdering all the above points, vanous alternative designswere planned After
thedesigningstage,mouldsweremadeandlater concretepanswere castwtththese
motitis. P~itertrying different alternatives,it wasdecidedto adopt the designwhich
is given on the next page.

A numoer of pans were made using the adopted design and analytictestswere
conductedon this in comparisonwith other pans

Normal cement concretepans
o Ught-weight pozzolonacementpans

° Concretepan with neat cementfinish
~ Concretepanwith red cementfinish
C Ordinary mosaicfinish c.c. pan
C Goodqualitymosaicfinish c.c pan

from 1k 4OtoTk. 60
from Tk. 30 to 1k. 40
fromflc50to~k 60
from Tk. 60 to 7k 70
fromTk6Otolk. 80
from 1k. 80 td 1k. 125
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PLAN
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IMPROVED DESIGN PAN
(all dimensions in mm)
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Mozambique-Type DomeSlab Latrine castat VSRC
Mohakhall

Malawi-Type SanpiatLatrine Slab castat VSRC
Mohakhali
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Sanpiat Latrine Slab being constructedby Private
Producer in Faridpur District

Typical Bamboo Slab of Home—madeLatrine
constructedat VSRC Mohakhali

CC Pan and Water-sealcastwith RDRS Mould
during Action ResearchProgramme

Plastic Pan Developedin MAWTS





I.

Equipment of Trolley—Test for Analyticof Test of
Pansfor finding their eftectlveness
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5.1 ComparIson with Standard DPHE Pan
The following table gives the salientfeatures of the standardDPHE pan and the
improveddesignpan:

DPHE panDescription Improved designpan

Length 450 mm 445 mm
Breadth:

lnfront 150mm 175mm
Inmiddle 200mm 188mm
Attheend 250mm 200mm

He~ghtIDepth 300 mm 250 mm
Bottom profile 25 mm dia 50 mm dia
Backwall slope inward outward
Pan slope 1:1.2 t:0.8

5.2 Teston Improve Designed Pans

There is alwaysa scopefor further Improvementof themodified pan But for this
somepanswill haveto bemanufacturedariddistributedto the usersin thefield and
then propeily monitored to seehow thesecan be improvedin performanceand
effectiveness.The forthcoming 5P exercisew~lprovideasuitableopportunityfor
monitoring After successftitrial teststhis imp~vedaesigned pans may be
produced in massscalethroughme private producers in a pflot area However.
concretemouldswill haveto be suppliedto the private producers- Theconcrete
moulds howeverdo notcostmucr~.

Once being successfullytestedthe improveddesign pansmay alsobeaccepted
by DPHE tor productionin the VS centres Although it Is truethat thepublic sector
haslimitedopportunityfor manufacturingvaneddesignsof pans in their production
centres,theprivateproducersareatliberty andhavewider scopefor adaptation.

6. Smoothening of Pans with Linings

The main obstructiontothe easy&* o~excretain a low-cost panis Its roughness
If the lnner-~i~ceof the panscanbesmooti~enedby linings thepanswlLwork
moreeffectively. Inthemarketmany pansare lined with variousmaterials,suchas

C Mosaic pans

° Panswith neatcementlining
C Panswith white powderlining etc

80 Low CostSanitationResearch

ImprovedDesignedPan Developedduring Action ResearchProgrammes
Lined with White Cementand without LinIng
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During theaction researchwe havetried two typesof materialsfor lining of pans.
~ Marbletouch
C WhItecement

6.1 Uning with Marble Touch

Marble touch is a special technique for smootheningconcrete surfacesby using
powdermarbleand other materials This is done by a company in old Dhakaand
they have patented the technique The firm usesthename MarbleTouch”as their
trademark.

Usuallymarbletouch is donebetteron largerflat areasuchasfloors and walls. We
have, nevertheless,tried to usemarbletouchcoatingon the inner surface of pans
The resultwasgood but tooexpensivean alternativefor smootheningpans The
mentionedfirm chargesTk 70 for eachpanlining. Mass production of panlining
may reducethe ratea little but it will still be no iess than 1k 60. which makesIt
prohibitive for massapplication.

6.2 Lining with White Cement

in theaction research,lining the panswith white cement r orderto makethese
smoothhasbeentried. L~nlngthepanswith whitecementIs relativelycheaperand
effective.UsuaHy2 kg of white cementis requiredfor onepananda masoncanwork
on 10 pans per day.

Forcornpanngthe costand effectivenessof lined pans,standardDPHE panswere
alsolined with whitecement

7. Ana~yticaITestson different typesof Pans

Analytical testswere performed on various types of pansto ascertainthe relative
improvement in the excretaflow by measunngtheauantirvfor waterreauiredfor
flushingsimilar quantityof excrezareplica

7.1 Initial Manual Test

This InItial testrequired a personto throw water from ankleheight Into thepanwith
a moderatethrust. Force is not measuredin this simpletest It just showswhIch
kind of pandisposesexcretefrom it morequickly andeas~y

In the later teststhe standard DPHE andimproved designpanswere used both wim
or without lining of white cement- Parts lined with marbletouch material was
excludeddue to Its high cost

7,2 The Trolley Test Method

The abovesimpletestcould not be consideredentirelydependable.Therefore, an
Improvedtestingmethodwasadopted.ThIs testmethodhasbeentermed‘Trolley
Test’. A testtrolley is made of woodenframework. On this trolley different pansto
be testedarekeptuniformly andin order. Thetrolley hasanelevatedposition where
a water-sink canbe placed andmoved horizontally This water-sink used was of
16~x65’ in sizeand hada water outiet In the centre ofthe bottom The outlet hole
had a vertical deliverypipe of 1.25’ diameter and 27’ in length The water-sink was
calibratedfor measuringwater contentwith half liter markings. The water in the sink
could be stored by putting a rubber stopper on theoutlet hole.

Falseexcretawasmadeby mixing flour with saw-dusthalf-half. Mouids for the false
excretaweremadeof approximately 314’in diameter. 3Win lengthand about5O grams
in weight

SimMar piecesof the above mix were kept on different pans Then the pan was
flushedwith water from the sink from a fixed height if the false exoretawas not
flushedout of the water-seal,the water content was increasedand the testwas
repeated. Water was increased by 0.5 liter Every time the rubberstopper was
releasedabruptly sothatthe water in the sinkwas releaseduniformly overthe pan
which flushedthe falsewastethrough thewater-seal This operation wasrepeated
by increasingwater level 0.5 liter every time until the excrete replica completely
flushedthrough the water-seal

Thesameexperimentwas repeatedon different types of pans undertest. In the final
tests, we tested the following four types of pans to measure their relative
smoothnessand easefor discharging excrete

~ StandardDPHE pan
° DPHE pan with lining
C Improveddesign pan withoutlining
C improved design panwith lining

All fourtycesof panswerestrongly placedin the slotsof the testtrolley plattorm and
hadto go througn the test b~sliding overheadwater-sink with vanei quantitiesof
water.

In this wayflushing trial is alsodonewith eachtype of panseparatelyThequantity
of water neededfor sufficient flushing in each pan is recorded.
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7.3 TheTestResults -

Thefollowingtableshowstheres~tsoftheanalyticaltestdoneIn \fillage SanItation
ResearchCentre(VSRC)of DPHE atMohakhali,Dhaka The figuresgivethequantity
of waterrequiredto flusha lump of falseexcretethroughthewater sealofthat type
of latrinepan.

•I. StandardDPHE pan
2. DPHE pan with lining
3. Improveddesign panwithout lining
4. Improved design pan with linIng ID liter

It hasbeendeducedfrom the aboveteststhat linIng makesa pan more effective in
use.It alsoshowsthat the improved designpan,asrecommendedbythis research,
function ismore effectively than theex~tingDPHE type pan Among theabovefour
types of pans the improved design pan with white cement lining gives the best
functioml result

8. Costcomparison

Detailedcostestimates have been done for standard DPHE and Improved design
pans It is found that the manufacturing costsof both the pans are the same The
detailed breakdownsof cost analysisof paris smoothenedwith marble touch
materialandwith white cement are alsodoneandthesecostestimates are givenon
thefollowing pages.

The following is the abstract of costanalysisof varioustypesof pans.

1. StandardDPHEpan 1k 4C
a Standard DPHEpan with lining 1k 70
3. Improveddesignpan 1k 40
4. Improveddesignpanwitn lining. Tk 70
5. Improved designed panwith marble touch lining Tk.110

It Is seenfrom the above tablethatthe production costof Improveddesignpan is
the sameasthat of standard DPHEpans Lining of partswltn wnlte cement makes
it costlier byTK 30, but providest more effecrrvcapplication Lining of thepanswitn
marble touch makes the pans very expensivearid is thereby not recommended

9. Researchon Plastic Pans

Plastic Panswere tried by UnicefIDPHEasa cheapalternativeof existing different
typesof pans Applied researchon plasticpans wascarried out by MAWTS (Mirpur
Agricultural Works andTraining School)at Mlrpur

2.0liter
1.5liter
1.5 liter

COST ESTIMATES OF PANS AND THEIR LINIHQS
(Based on actual Market Price — July 1991)

Basic Costs for Estimate of Latrine Pane
1. Cement Tk. 4.40 kg
2. White Cement Tk. 14.00 kg
3. Coarse Sand (Sylhet type) Tk. 12.00
4. Wire Mesh Tk. 2.25

per cft

per aft
5. Mason Tk. 100.00 per no./day
6. Labour t~. 50.00 per no.fday

1.Standard DPHE Pan
(Mix 1:)

Si. Item Qty Unit Rate Amount
No.

1

2

Cement

Sand (Sy.net)

4.54

0.15

kg

cIt

4.40~

2.00

19.98

1.80

3 Wire Mean ~.25 aft I 2.25 0.56

4 Crnde O~.i(Wax L.S. - — 3.00

5

6

Mason 0.10 No.

Labour 0.10 No.

100.06 I

50.06
10.00

5.00
TOTAL Take 40.28

Say Take 40.00

2.Improved designed pan
(MIx 1:1

si. :tem Qty Unit
No~

Rate

~

Amount

Cement 4.56 kg 4.4C 19.80

I Sanc. (SvThez) 0.12 c~t 22.00 .44

3 i W..re Mesb 0.25 i sft 2.2~ 0.56

4 Crude 0.i./Wax ~ — : — 3.00

5 Mason 0.10 Nc 100.06 10.00

6 Lanou: 0.10 Nc. 50.06 5.00

TOTAL Taka 39.80

Say Taka 40.00 1
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3.Estim~te for Improved Designed Pan with
White Cement Lining

Research Concerning Pans 87
Two standard designsof pansonewith water-sealandtheotherwith chute (without
water-seai) were prepared by DPHE/Unicef and given to MAWTS for making
prototypes. MAWTS havemadea few samplepans accordingtothesedesignswith
fibre-glass-plastic(FGP) andgavetheseto Uniceffor trial. MAWTS have made the
fibre-glass pans with long and short chutes and with gravity flapsat the end.These
are specially designedfor the areaswhere water is scarce and water seal latrines
are notfeasible. Unicefhasa plan to field-test someof thesepans to determIne their
suitability and acceptability to the users

The paris were made in FGP instead of normal plastic becausethe Initial cost of
metal mould Is very high for normal plasticapplications. The FGP pan costsin the
range of 1k 650 per piecewhich makes it prohibitively expensivefor normal use.
Eventhe plasticpansarelikelyto be costlier than onginally anticipated. The original
enthusiasmhas worked and Unicef is~yetto take any decision on the newly
developedpans.

During theaction researchtheplasticmanufacturers wereinterviewed regardingthe
future prospects of plasticpans.It is understood that the metaliic mould for the pan
involves a heavy initial investmentof approximately 1k 400,000.A massproduction
of plasticpansmaybring down thecostto Tk.1 00 per piece. The entrepreneursare
not yet sure about the market of the product If marketingof these pans can be
guaranteed theyare readyto manufacture r~

10. Recommendations

Improveddesign panasdevelopedduringtheresearchwork by changingtheback
slope and shape of the existing DPHE pans, arid using the existing DPHE
goose-neck Is recommendedfor wide adaptation.This will ensure more effective
aria easyexcretadisposal This mayoetried through DPHE VS centresand through
private producers for popularisingIt to the public. However, secundary mouldsof
the pan, made of concrete,areto be supplied to the private producers. Thiswork
can be attemptedand well-monitored during the 5-P exercisein the pilot area

Fo~smoothening ci pans white cement lining is recommended It is relatively
cneaperand effective.Lining with marble touch is not recommendedbecauseof its
high cost

It Is recommended that researchon plastic pansshould continuein orderto find an
alternative low-cost solution for latrine pans with perhaps wasteplastics Some
agenciesmaycome forward to provide loansto helppnvateentrepreneursprovided
assuranceof sale in reasonablequantities is available.

4.Estimate for Improved Designed Pan with
Marble Touch Lining
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CHAPTER 5

RESEARCH CONCERNING
SUPERSTRUCTURE

ResearchConcerningSuperstructure 89

In the action research the above dimensions have been kept as standard and we
recommendbuilding at latrine superstructures in standard portable form, which can
be produced in one place under quality control supervision and then can be easily
transported to other places. The design and dimensions of the portable type of
superstructuresare ~ven on the following pages.

The superstructure component of a latrine is required for theprivacy and protection
against rain and sun It has nothing to do with whether a latnne is sanitary or not!
In rural areas, there aretme latrines with excellent superstructures but without any
water-seal It is more important to have a sanitary tatnne than to have an expensive
superstructure This means that a latrine must have water seal and an excreta
enclosing pit, even if it is seernin~ya simple one

Even though the substructure of a Iatnne is more important from sanitary point of
view, each latnne should have a superstructure But till now little importance has
been given to this component by the public secto- and other agencies. A moderate
superstructure Is necessary for convenience, prhecy and prestige of the owner
Therefore the consultants have Investigated into various types of latrine
superstructures available in the rural areas aiming to bring about an overali
improvement in the standard of suoerstructures

A latnne superstructure should have the following qualities
c should be easy to construct

should have low cost
~ should have durability
it should have enough venthatkin
~ should look acceptable
~ shouki provide pnvacy and protection

2. Design and Dimension

Vanous sizes and tyoes of latnne superstructures are found all over the country~
Howeve: the minimum size of a larnne is consioered to be 3 ft x 3 ft or 3.5 ft x 3 ft.
The usual height of lainne superstructure is ft tc 6 ft tor ‘pucca’ structures anc~
even less ror ‘katcha’ structures

The minimum dimension of 3 ft x 3 ft has been considered most suitable for economIc
reason At least this size Is required to completely encircle the standard latnne slabs
of 2.5 ftdiameter The heighL ofthe low- cost latnnes should be minimum 6 ft at the
front and 5 ft. at the back

3. Types of Superstructures

The latnne superstructures are broadlyclassified into the following two types
~ ‘pucca’ superstructure
a ‘katcha’ superstructure

The ‘pucca’ latrine swerstrucwres, made of brick and cement mortat, are expensive.
The installation cost of ‘pucca’ superstructures can be many times more than that
of a ‘katcha’ ona The reasons behind customer preference to ‘pucca’ latrines are
durability and prestige No standard designs for pucca or ‘katcha’ latrine structures
are available, arid the construction is done on site by professional masons as
instructed bythe user

A ‘katcha’ latrine sunerstructure is made of indigenous, low-price, easily available
materials which can be put together and Installed by locally available skills. A large
variety of ‘katcha’ sznerstructures are found in rural areas and are mainly made of
Inexpensive local or iridustnal materials:

bamboos
a jute sticks
~ straws ordry gasses

~ wood ortlmber
mud blocks with mud plastering

a jute sacks
fl polyethylene or plastic sheet
a corrugated iron orplastic

~ thin tin plates erc

In fact every avaha~ewaste matenal has been utilised for the purpose~

It has been observed in the pilot prplect areas In Faridpur district, that almost 70%
of latnne superstructures are erected with jute sticks This alternative is described
In the following paragraphs

Jute sticks are, infact, waste products of thejute plant. after peeling of the jute fibers
out of it Aithougri jute sticks are brittle and of low durabiliry, these are used in the
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superstructures because of their very low price. Jute sticks are otherwise used only
as domestic fuel.

For a latnne superstructure of 3 ft x 3 ft-size and 5 ft height, a bundle of lute sticks
containing approximately 600 sticks of average 1/2 inches diameter are enough
The cost estimation can be as follows.

Cost of jute stick bundle
Two small bamboos for framework
Labour charges for Installation

Total Tk. W0

Since the lute sticks usually comes from users’ awn resources and almost free of
cost and the installation is also done by themselves, the actual expenditure for
installation of one jute stick Latrine superstructure can be much less than Tk.100

This type ot superstructure lasts only six months and needs to be replaced twice a
yeas The jute sticks can be chemically treated This may be attempted by other
organisations such as HBRI or BCSIR The economic viability of this is yet to be
established

4. Non-traditional Latrine Superstructures

In addition to the types of latrine superstructures mentioned above, there are some
oner types latrine superstructures built, with non-traditionat maienals are also in

use One such material Is the ferro cement pans

May be there are other non-traditional materials with which latrine superstructures
can be built. In the following paragranhs the superstructure with above mentioned
item is descnbeth

I: is possible to make collapsible type of latnne superstructures using ferro-cemerit
panels The cost of one FC panel latnne superstructure is aporox Tk.3.000 which
:s equal to the cost of making a oucca Iatnne superstructure with brick mason’~
Its high cost does not make ii suitable for users of rural areas who are tie target
group of this study ft is felt fhat this type of structure will be very suitable few
semi-urban areas, such as upazila headquarters and small towns The advantage
of this type over ‘pucca’ structure is Its light weight and portable which makes the
superstructure easy to handle, transport and install

5. Superstructure Alternatives

In the research, a low cost, durable and easy to construct model of latrine
superstructure was sought. Various altematives in combination with the already
described materials were designed and tried. The following six types of latrine
superstructures were erected and monitored in theVSRCcompound at Mohakhali,
Dhaka.

1. Cl sheet wails and roof with bamboo poles
2. Thin plain tin sheet (Rupban) walls and roof with 3Xbiboo poles
3. Untreated bamboo mat (terza) walls, Cl sheet roof, bamboo poles
4 Untreated split bamboo walls, terza roof and bamboo pillars
5. Untreated bamboo mat (terza) walls and roof with bamboo poles
6. Treated bamboo mat (terza) walls and roof, with treated bamboo poles

In April 1991, two latnne superstructures were constructed with untreated bamboo
and another two with treated bamboo at the VSRC premIses at Mohakhall Later in
September 1991 thesame tour superstructure models were shifted and rebuilt atthe
Housing and Bukling Research Institute (HBRI).

During the action research regular monitoring on the weathering effect on these
treated and untreated bamboo structures had been done If was clearly visible that
the treated bamboos have sustained the weathering effecit better than the untreated
ones. However, the time was too short to made a final assessment of the life of the
treated bamboo structures, or their durabilIty In the forthcoming 5P study exercise
better estimation is expected of the longevity of treated bamboo structures The
secondary data indicates that the life of the treated bamboo can be upto three times
the life of the untreated bamboo.

6. Bamboo Treatment Processes

The bamboo treatment processes tor better preservation and durability are
described below in bent

Bamboo is a very versatile material wnich has multi-purpose use In fact, it is used
from cradle to grave in Bangladesh, including building of low-cost houses It is
preferred for constructional uses because of its low-cost compared to other
matenals, easy availability especially in rural areas, its high strength-weight ratio and
good working qualities But major disadvantage of bamboo its low durability and
weaker natural resistance

Tk 25
7Th 50
Tk 25

Research Concerning Superstructure 93
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Normal life time of untreated bamboo is:
a less than 1 yearwhenin contactwith salinewater.
a 1 to 3 years when in contact with atmosphere and soil

a 4to6yearsundercover
a 10 to 1 5 years under cover In favourable condition, dry and non humid climate

Split bamboo decays more rapidly compared to me fill round bamboo The bottom
part of a bamboo has on an average a higher durability than the middle and top
porbon The inner part of a bamboo calm is weaker than the outer part Highly
matured bamboo has higher resistance against rot but are more brittle

6.1 BambooPreservation types

Bamboo can be made more durable bytreatment Normally bamboos are damaged
- by attacks from fungi when it is moist, and ft is aiso attacked by insects such as

beetles and termites

The process bamboo processes can be classified broadly in the following two
methods

a Traditional (non-chemical) treatment

~ Chemical treatment

6.1.1 Traditional Treatments

The traditional methods for bamboo treatment are the followings.
a CuIm-curirtg, in which culms are out, but left in their place in a vertical position.

~ Smoking method, in which cut bamboos are stored above the fire place whIch
blackens the cuims.

C Water soaking, in which the freshly cut bamboos are put in water with stones
on top to keep the bamboo immersed

The traditional methods are very cheap and can be done without special equipments
The effects of such curtngltreatmen: on the durability is not the same in all cases
Over-cunng and drying of soaked oamboo in sun cracks the bamboo

6.L2 Chemical Treatments

Chemical treatments, are of two types
~ treatment with oil based chemicals
~ treatment with water-based chemicals
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Water-based chemicals are usually CCA, i.e. copper-chrome-arsenic or CCB i.e
copper-chrome boron of borax compound and the oil- based chemical are creosote
etc. which is a by-product dunng petroleum production.

6.2 Methods of Chemical Treatment of Bamboo

There are three methods of chemical treatment of bamboo. These are
~ Butt Treatment Method
~ Open Tank Method
~ Bouchene Method

6.2.1 Butt Treatment

The bottoms ofthe freshly cut culms are immediately put into a drum of preservative.
The leaves, still at their place, act as a pump, due to evaporation After one or two
weeks, thepreservative reachesthe top. This can be noticed by watching the change
in colour of the leaves. Then the bamboos are placed into an empty drum, to obtain
the surplus preservative from the cairns. This method can be used instead of the
Bouchene method, when less number of cuims are treated.

6.2.2 Open Tank Method

Anopentankisatrough ofabout4 rnetersiong Thiscan be madebycutt~gtwo
200 liter drums into halvesand welding them together like a canoe. The drums are
cut with a cold chisel and a hammer, then the sharp edges are flattened with a
hammer After welding them together, the inside Is painted with bitumen, tar, or
anything like that to protect the drums from corrosion. The solution is put into The
trough with a plastic bucket The bamboo is cut to the required length before ft is
put into the trougft The bamboo can be split in order to avoid treating the parts
thaI w~ino: be used. A big stone is placed on the bamboo, to keep them immersed
The bamboo must soak a fill week (split bamboos three days). The trough should
be covered with plastic to keep the rain out. Children and animals should stay away!
After soaking lift the bamboo into sticks across the trough and let the preservative
drain back into the trough for a few hours After that, let it dry for a week in a verttca~
~‘osition,in a rack, protected from sun and rain.

Treated bamboo must not be burned, the gases of such a fire are toxic. Bamboos
then are buried in the ground, away from waterwelis.

6.2.3 BoucheiieMethod

A drum of preservative isput on a tower about 10 meters high and connected by
tubes to the ends of the bamboos. the height causes pressure and this takes the
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preservative into the bamboo. The bamboo has to be very fresh. From the far end
of thebamboos, at first sap will drip which has to be discarded During the process
the concentration of preservative in this sap will stead~yincrease.

The extra preservative can be recollected and reused, if some fresh preservative is
added to the original concentration The cuim is ready when preservative in the
original concentration drips out from the far end. This iasts several days. An air
pump on top of the drum might reduce this time to a few hours. Then the bamboos
are put into the a vertical position in an empty drum to regain surplus preservative
from the cuim

The HBRI recommends for Boucflene method of chemical treatment with CCB liquid
for preserving full bamboo The BCSiR advocates for open tank method with the
same chemical The BFRI recommends boucherie method for treatment of full
bamboo, ano open tank method fortreatmeni of bamboo mats, terza. bamboo-splits
and other matenal such as thatch straws, palm ieaves, etc Jute sticks can also be
chemically preserved by the open tank method

In the action research, full bamboos were chemically treated by simple Boucherie
method with CCB liquid. The equipment used was procured through HBRI. For walls
of superstructures, rerza were manufactured from the splits of treated bamboos.

7. Cost Comparison

The material break-down and cost estimates for the different altematives of latrine
superstructures which are mentioned in para-4 aoove. have been worked out in detail
and are given on the following pages

Tne abstracts of cost of different superstructures are as follows
1. WIth CI sheets Tk, 1,125.00
2. Wltn thin fIn sheets Tk 692.00
3. Bamboo mat wall & Ci roof Tk. 630.00
4. Split bamboo wall & terza roof Tk. 525.00
5 With bamboo mat (terza~ 1k 435.00
6~ Witn treated bamooc ma: Tk 450 00

— These cost estimates are rnaoe wim me assumption thatthe buyer has to pay for all
matenals. In practice, however, some of the material may oe locally available to a
user and may not cause as much spending.
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A discussion Seminar held in VSRC Mohakhali
during our Action Research Programme

Participants from DPHE, UNICEF, WHO and others
in the discussion Seminar
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Demonstration Latrine Superstructures constructed with Treated

and Untreated Bamboo Elements, installed at 1-IBRI premises at Mirpur
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Treatment of Bamboo with Simple Equipment
Designed by HBRI

Latrine Superstructure with Treated Terza and

Bamboo Posts installed during Action Research Programme
Weaving of Terza (Bamboo Mat) trom

- Split-Bamboo portions
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COST AMBLYSIS FOR VARIOUS LATRINE SUPERSTRUCTURES
(Baied OA actual Market Price aan, 1992)

1. SUPERSTRUCTUREMITE C. I. SHEET WALLS & ROOF,
AND TIMBER POLES

WATERT.ALS REQUIR~4ENT

100 Low-CosiSanitationResearch

S.
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Bamboo Superstructure Walls with Split Bamboo arid Terza
erected during Action Research Programme

S1.# Materials Size Quantity

1 C.I. Sheet (26 BWG) 5—O’x 2~—6 5 Nos.
2 T~ber for front pillars 2’ x 3” x 7’-O’ 3 Nos
3 Timber for back pillars 2’ x 3’ x 6-3’ 2 Non
4 Timber for purlin lx 2-2J2 60 rft.
5 Screw 1-1/2” long 4 dozen
6 Wire NaIls 3’ ionq 300 am

COST ESTIMATE

Si. It~ Qty Unit Rate Amount

C.1. Srieet I
Timber (Mango/Jam) I 2.5

31 Screw 4

4
1Wire Nails I 0.3

Nos. 30.0C

cft 250.00

doz. 6.0C

kg I 33.OC

650.00

625.00

24.00

2.0C

5 Caroerite: 2

TOTAL TAXA:

No 100.OC 10C.00

i,~iO.OO

2. SUPERSTRUCTUREWITR THIN TIN SHEET WALLS & ROOF,
AND BAMBOO POLES

MATERIALS REQUIR~ENT

lS1.~ Materials Size Quantity

2
2

Tni: ttT (Rupban) sneet
Bainboc for front p_liars

34 x 3E
7-0 long

Nor.
I Non.

3 Bamboo for back pillars 6 -3 ion; : Nos.
j
5

Bamboo for rafter
Bainboc for purlin

3’—6 long
1-1/4’ w~ie

2 NoS.
200 rft

6 G.I. Wire 22 BWG 100 gins
7 Wire Nail 1-2/2’ long 300 gins
8 Coconut Coir Rope 3/16” die 200 oms

Typical Low-Cost Rural Latrine Superstructure with
Interior Terza

Note: 3 Nos. 30 ft. borak bamboos are regoired for s:. 2,3,4
& 5.
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51.1 Materials I Size Quantity

1 Split Bamboo for Walls 1-1/4 wide 700 rft
2 Split Bamboo for Purltr. 1-1/4’ wide 100 rft
3 Terza Roofs 3—6”x 4—0 2 Non.
4 Bamboo for front Pillars 7—0” long 3 Non.
5 Bamboo for back Pillars 6-3’ long 2 Non.
6 Bamboo for Raf tot 3-6” long 3 Non.
7
8

Polyetnylene Sheet
G~. Wire

3’-6”x 4—0”
22 BWC

1 No.
200 gr

9
10

Coconut Coir Rope
Wire Nail

3/16” die
3/4 lono

200 gin
300 cc

COST ESTIMATE

Si. Itew Qty Unit Rate ___________

Mil.i Beooo 20 ft.lcnc 16 Nos :1.2:

BoraK Bamboo 3C lo~c I 2 Non. 50.0� ~oo.o:

3 Polyeznviene Sheet 14 sfz :.52 2_.00

4 • C. :. Wtre 0.20 1 60.01

Coconut Cc:r Rope 0.20 I kg 40.00 500

6 Wire Nail (Small s:ze~ 0.3� kg 50.0�

I Labour (Sonel’ 2x1/2 No 100.OC 100.00
TOTAL TAKA 445.00
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4. SUPERSTRUCTURE WITH FULL SPLIT BAMBOOWALLS, TERZA ROOF

AND BAMBOO POLES

MATERIALS REQUIREMENT

COST ESTD(ATE

51. Ita~ Qty Unit Rate { amount

I Rupbao Sheet ii Non. 36.00 396.00

2 Borak bamboo (30 lonc( I Nor. 50.00 150.00

3 1 G.1. Wire 0.10 kg 60.00 6.00

4 Wire Na~is 0.30 kc 40.00 12.00

5 Coconut Coir Rope 0.20 , kg 40.00

6 I Labour (Sohel) 2x1/2 No I 100.00

8.00

100.00

TOTAL TAKA: 672.00

3. SUPERSTRUCTUREWITH BAMBOOMAT WALLS, C . I. SHEET ROOF
AND BAMBOOPOLES

MATERIALS REQUIRERENT

I Sl.# Materials Size - Quantity

:
2
I
4
S

erza (Bamboo mat Wa_iS I’-C’”Y. 3~-3• 4 NOS.
2.2. sheet for roc~ 3-6’~ 4 —0” 1 No.
Bamboo for front pillars 7-0 long~ 3 NoB.
Bamboo for back pillars 6 -2” long 2 NoB.
Bamboo for purli: :-:i~-~ wide~ 458 rft

6 C.:. Wlre 22 BWG 200 ginS
Coconut coir rope 2/~6’ DA 200 gins

Notes: 16 Nos. 20 ft. long bamboos are required for SI. 1,2 & 3
2 Nos. 30 ft.long borak bamboos are required for S.4,E
56

Notes: 2 Nos. 30 long bcrak camnoos are requIred for Sl.~ 3
& 4.
4 Nos. 20 long mol: bamboos are reoi~red for 51. 5.

COST ESTIMATE

S!. Item Qrv Unit Rate Amount

2 erzs wills ~— sf: I SC 90.01

2 :.:. Sneet (8 lcc Non. . 130.00 30.00

3 3o:ak oamboos(3&jong ~, Nos. 50.00~ 100.00

4 Muil Bamboos 120iongl I Nos I 12.00 48.00

5 G.I.Wire & Co~r Rope L.S - - 20.00

6 Labour (Sobel) I 2x/2 No 100.00

TOTAL TAKA:

100.00

494.00
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5. SUPERSTRUCTUREWITH BAMBOOMAT (TEREA) WALLS & ROOF
AND BAMBOOPOLES

MATERIALS REQUIREMENT

61.4 MeterLals Size I Quantity

2
2

Terra (Banboo mat Wails 3’—(”r ~ Nos.
Terra Roofs 1 —6~L —0” 2 Non.

3 Bamooc for Front P_liars 7’-0~ long 3 Non.
L Bamboo for Back Pillars 6—3” long 2 NoB.
S Bamboo for Rafter 3-6 long 3 Noe.
6 Split Bamboo for Purln 1.25 wide 502 rft
7
8

Polyethylene Shea:
G.1. Wire

3’-6”X 4-0
22 BWG

2 No.
200 oms

S Coconut Con.r Rope 3/16W dia 200 oms

Notes: 2 Nor. 30 ft.long Borak Bamnoos are reaa:rec for 51.3,4
53
S Non. 20 ft.ion; Mul: Bamboos are recu:red for Si

COST ESTIMATE

51. Item Qty Unit Rate Amount

2 Terra (Walls & Rorf~ 10� eft .S0~ 150.02

2 1 BoraK Bamooo 30’ looc 2 Nor. 50.00 100.00

S Mt.__ Bamboo 20’ no; S No~. il.0( 60.0�

Povstnviene Sheet 14 sft 2 50 ~.0C

S ;.:. W:re 0.21 ko 60.00 00

6 Coconut Con Rope 0.20 kg 40.00 0.00

— Labour (Sone.) 2x2~’2 Nc 200 OC 100.0�

TOTAL TAKA: 451.00

6. SUPERSTRUCTUREWITH TREATED BAMBOO MAT WALLS & ROOF
AND TREATED BAMBOOPOLES

LE REQUIREMENT

1 Materials Size Qtanti~t!rJ

Materials requirement are same

as thoae of Item ~ 5.
Only the terza and bamboo needs
to be treated chemically.

Notes: 2 Nos. 30’ borax bamboos are read. for pIllars and rafter.
5 Non. 20’ long Mull bamboos are required for Purlin.

Cost break—down for treating one bamboo and weaving of terna
lo this case terra is made from Muli bamboo, duly treated with
chemical fluid, and then splitting them into thin strips and
after that weaving these splits

2.. Cost of treating one 20 ft. long Mull bamboo Tk. 12.00
2. Cost of treating it with cbemicil & laoour Tk. 10.00
3. Labour for splitting one oamboo TIc. 2.50
4. Labour for making sine:: slices Tk. 0.75
5. Lanour for weaving the spins Tk. 1.25

TOTAL: 2k. 26.50

One McI: oamboo wIll give 16.00 sft of woven terra.
So, cost of treated terra = 26.50/16 = Tk. 1.65 per sft.
This is 10% higher than nomnal untreated terra price i~ the
inareet.

Cost of rnemicai treatmeot of one 30’ long borak bamboo for
nost :s Tk. 10.00, making :t 20% costlier tnao untreatec one.

COST ESTIMATE

Si. Item Qty Lonit I Rate - Amount

•Terre (Wails & Roof: I’ 200 sft 1! L.IS 160.00

2 Borak Bamboo 3�’ ion; I 2

-

Mos. 60.001 120.00

I 3 IMuil Bamboo 20’ long I s I Nos. i 22.00 I 110.00

4 Po1~et:~lene Sneet 14 1 sft llSC I 21.00

0.2. W:re 0.2�’ i kc 60.00 12.01

6 Coconut Coir Rope 0.20 I kg I 40.001 8.00

7 I Labour .~Sohe.) 2x1/2 j No I 100.00 100.00

ToTAL TAKA: I 536.00
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8. Recommendations

ft becomes evident from the above findings that in spite of its durability, CI sheets
are not affordable by our target groups due to Its high cost as superstructure
material On the other hand, the plain thin tin sheet (rupban sheet) are high in cost
but does not last long and therefore is not a good choice. The orgy alternative left
is bamboo made superstructures constructed wIth treated or untreated bamboos

The untreated bamboo superstructure costs Tk 435 whereas the one with treated
bambcos costs Tk 450. The cost increment Is approx. 3.5% only. It is learnt that
the durability of treated bamboos is at least 2 5 times more than that of untreated
bamboos Normal life of a matured bamboo is 5 years whereas a properly treated
bamboo might last for 12 to 15 years. Therefore, a latnne superstructure withtreated
bamboo mat (terza) walls and roofs with treated bamboo posts is recommended to
be used on a large scale.

I; Is recommenoed, for easy deliver~thaI the standard components of latrine
suoerstructures made of treated bamboo materials should be manufactured on a
large scale in a centrally located place A centrally located production unit wR~
facilitate quality control arid economic facilities for treatment and preservation of
oamboos This is not possIble If only a single or a few units are produced atdlftererr
rAace~

The superstructures should be manufactured In a convenient place, by DPHE
contractors or by private producers, near the regional stores of DPHE The
rr.anufactured superstructures can betransported along witn other stored materials
such as cement, wire-mesh etc., to upazila VS centres or even to union VS centres
From these VS centres, thetarget group should be able to buy the ready-made latrine
superstructures along with other Iatnne components. An attempt should be made
to implement this suggestion.

CHAPTER 6

FIELD TESTING OF V THICK RINGS
1. Background

This chapter deals with the field testing part of the previously recommended (see
chapter 2)1” thick rings wIth 1:2 5:5 mix It is a second generation work of the action
research to establish thevalidity of laboratory research results In actual field

During the early stages of this Action Research extensive study had been carried
out on latnne nngs in VSRC of DPHE at Mohakhali and at the laboratones of BUET
in Dhaka The detals of that researchwork have been discussed In chapter 2 of this
book At the end of the laboratory research work, an interim report on Action
Research work was prepared in December 1990 and circulated to DPHE, Unicef,
SDC and other concemed agencies In the interim report the use 1” thick latrine rings
with richer 1:25:5 mix instead of the traditIonal 1.5” thick nngs was recommended
It was felt at that Doint, that the newly-designed recommended nngs should go
through vigorous field test in order to prove their stability

Consequently, the field test was initiated in April 1991 after prelIminary discussions
with Unicef. DPHE staff at the head office and atthe district and upaz~aoffices The
field test continued till April 1992

2. Collaboration with DPHE/Unicef

Discussions were heid with senior DPHE and Unicef personnel in order to finalise

the test area and modus-operandi for the field test
Unicef suggested a more extensive field test rather than the originaliy envisaged held
test in one upazlia only Simultaneous field tests in three upazilas was advised

DPHE agreed to manufacture 1’ thick rings in all their VS centres in the upazilas
selected for the pilot test.

3. Pilot Area for the Test

After a series o~discussions with the Chief, WES section of Unicef and
Superintending Enoneer. Planning Circle of DPHE in Dhaka. It was decided that the
three upazilas ramely Bhanga. Nagarkandaand Sadarpur in Fardipur district should
be selected as the pilot area for the purpose





Type-I
~ Thickness
is Concrete mix

~ Reinforcement
Type-2

~ Thickness
o Concrete mix

° Reinforcer”ers

1:2.5:5
3 rios i0-SWG wires

1’
1~3:6
3 nos 10-SWG wires
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4 Material supplies and manpower shall be as per the DPHE’s present

arrangements.

5 DPHE’s Upazila production centres will supply the consultants with production
and sales data for proper monitoring of the project

Theabove conditions had been adhered to and arrangements were made to cast 1’
thick rings in all toe eight village sanitation centres (VSC) of DPHE in the three
upazilas of Fandpur district, since April 1991.

The DPHE personnel i.e the Executive Engineer, Faridpur, the three Sub-Asstt
Engineers of Bhanga, Nagarkanda and Sadarpur upazilas. and the masons of eight
VS centres were very ~ooperativethroughoutthe pflot tests. They have successfully
produced 1’ thicklatrine rings as perthe new design and sold more than 3,700 rings
of the new type to public which have in turn been used for installation of nearly 1200
latrines in the area

5. Design of New 1” Thick Rings

~nrtiaIlyfollowing designs were recommended for field testing of 1’ thick rings
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The criteria for selecting of pHot areas were the following.

S the upazilas should be adjoining to each other for proper supervision and
monitonng

U the area should cover wide range of soil conditions as far as possl~e

° the area should not be very difficult to travel from Dhaka

Another reason for selecting the above three upazilas is that the consultants already
had a credit line project running in the area It was thought that benefit of this credr
line schemes may be obtained during the intended 5-P exercise for training and

‘ generating credit facilities to the orivate producers

The above mentioned three upazilas have the following eight latnnes cornporioflt
manufactunng VS centres

S Bhanga sadar, VS center, in Bhanga upazila
~ Ghaura union, VS sub-center
° Manlkdah union, VS sub-center
is Nagerkarida sadar, VS center In N.agarkanda upa2~a
~ Talrna union, VS sub-center
° Briawal union, VS sub-cerii&
° Sadarpur sadar, VS center in Sadarpur upazila
° Dheukhali union, VS sub-center

4. Modus Operandi for Field Test

Before the beginning of this work the following Modus Operandi for the field test

works was agreed upon by the DPHE, Unicef anti tne consultants,
The rings shall be produced at tne DPHE centres in the same procedure as
applied to the present sstem The only difference would 0�that insteao of
present 1 5”thIckness, 1” thick rings shall be produced. based on consultants’
supplied specification i e. toe concrete mix shall be :2 5:5 Instead of 1:3:6 mix.
The reinforcemen: will. howeve~remain the same

2 DPHE shall, as usu-L, be resoonsiole for the production and safe of rings

3 The consultants shaH depute one field supervisor to coordinate production in the
changed design (mix and thickness), and to supervise installations and monitor
results Occasional visits will be paid by senior official of the consultants and the
DPHE Originally only one supervising engineer was supposed to be deputed for
one upazila but later since number of upazilas was increased to three, two
supervisors were appointed for all triree upaziias and eight VS centres with a view
of not having too strict a construction supervision The aim was that the
supervision should be similar to thai observed by DPI-IE

The other dimensions of both the types are as follows
° outer diameter 30’
° internal diameter 28’
° heIght 12

Although type-i was much superior to typ~-2and only marginally costhet, tne Idea
of includIng type-2 was only to establish the lower limit of acceptat~ering strength
from practical application point of view

Both these designs were used in the beginning of the field test .Aifer a couple of
months of practical supervision It wasfelt that design of type one is far more superior
than the design of the type 2 The cost difference of the rings of the two designs was

(
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very small. Therefore, It was finally decided to continue with production of rings of
type-i only. All the 1” thick rings after that were manufactured in that design

6. Casting of New Rings in VS centres

Afterthe decision in March 1991 and completion of initial work, the first batch of new
moulds for the newly designed rings were supplied to the VS centres of the pilot area
and tne construction of 1” thick rings started afterthat in April 1991 In the first month
only one out of the 8 designated VS centres manufactured the new type of nngs
Most o~theother VS centres started casting of the 1” thick rings from May1991.

Actual full scale productIon and sale of 1” thick rings had started after September
1991 Following factors contributed to the delay.
° The VSCs had reached their annual targets of production for the current

financial year which ended in June
The targets for the next financIal year starting horn July are not announced
before some time into the new financial year

S Due to the rainy season which lasts upto September.

6.1 Production and Sale of Rings

Following table gives th�month-wise record of production and sale of ‘I” thick rings
in the eight DPHE VS centres of Fandpur district, th� field test area. Ft may be
mentioned here that the reporting month starts from 26th ‘~fthe preceding month
dnd upto 25th of the current month This is because the monthly reports are required
at HQ of DPHE at the beginning ofthe following month

MonthNo.~___________
No. of VSC
involved

1’ Thick Rings
Pioduced Sold

1 Aor 1991
2 May1991
3 Jun.1991
~ Jul 1991
S ‘ Aug 1991
6 Sep 1991
7 Oct1991
8 Nov 1991

Dec1991
10 Jan1992
11 Feb 1992
12 Mar 1992

1
5
4

6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

39
285
331
154
35C
34’~
545
661
706
594
54,3
518

17
45

166
153
175
423
651
600
478
387
305
346

TOTAL 5076 3746

A
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Seven VS centres out of the total eight centres in the pilot area have manufactured
and sold 1’ thick rings. There has been no production of rings at Manikdah VS centre
due to stock-pile of the previously produced 1.5” thick rings. After beginning of the
action research casting of 1.5” thick rings had stopped in all the above mentioned
VS centres. However, first the previously manufactured 1.5” thick nngs were all sold.
In Manikdah VS centre no production of rings was carried out during the whole test
period, because unsold 1 5” thick rings were still In stock-pile The loca~’onof this
particular VS centre is not very suitable from marketing point of view.

7. Inspection of Installed Latrines

One supervising engineerwas permanently posted in the project area for occasional
supervision of production of 1” thick rings and inspection of latrines installed with
these new rings The second engineer was only partially used for this purpose.
Special formats were designed for recording the manufacture and sale data of 1”
thick rings at designated VS centres and for recording detaded information of
inspection of Installed latrines Sample copies of filled-in forms of the formats used
are reproduced on the following pages.

The field engineer made regular visits to DPHE VS centres arid DPI-fE upazlla offices
for the supervision of production arid data collection, Regular inspection of the
installed latrines with 1” thick nngs manufactured at VS centres was also carried out
by him throughout the test period The Information collected by the field engineer
was analysed Later Opinions were often shared, on the collected and analysed data,
with other related agencies

8. Analysis of Related Field Data

During the field inspection of VS centres and installed latnnes in the pilotarea records
were kept on various items related to rural latrines construction and their delivery
mechanisni These date were tabulated in the monltonng sheer designed for the
purpose
Various data from these monitoring sheets have been analysed and the deduced
information is presented in the following tables

C.1 Latrine installation Percentage

The followingchart gives the overall findings of the data coilected during inspection
visits of the rural latrines installed with 1” thick ñngs in the pilot area till the end of
March 1992.
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SI.
P40 Name of VSC

LATRINES(INNUMBERS)
Total sold Installed Not Installed

1.
2
3.
4
5
6
7

Ehanga
Ghaura
Nagarkanda
Talma
Bhawal
Saaarpur
Dheukhall

243
176
136
318

64
313

59

206
124
119
31~

StY
29~

62

37
52
17
7

1~1
17
~

Total 1319 1163 151

From analysing the above data obtainec at the end of the field test it is found that
89% of the purchased latrines were actually Installed during that period. Theaverage
number of rings instafed per Iatnne were 2 ~ The maximum and minimum numbat
of rings used per latrine were 13 and 0 respectiv~y

These figures are updated till March 1992 It has been observed that some 10 to 20
percent of the Eatnnes remained un-installed for aporox 2 months alter purchase
due to somereasons, including lack of money and manpower needed for installation

Thorough inquirywas carried out to find out the non-installation of purchased latrines
and different reasons were stated for this Some of the latrine purchasers took the
latrines just to fulfill the obligation for taking loans from some govt agencies such as
Sonali Welfare Department and some NGOs They do not feel the necessityfor using
a latrines These people need more motivation for the purpose. In some other cases
the ourchasers had deposited the money to bi.ry the latrine sets The sets have been
shown as sold, but were not acmialiy picked up from the VS centres for more than
two months Such cases were however, rare

8.2 Breakage of Rings and Slabs

Tne following table gives the statistics of the 1~thick rings broken dunng
transportation or installation dunnu tne field test penod of one year in the followinç
seven VS centres Figures for broken slabs dunng the same pe.:odwere alsc
recoroed and have been tabulated below

SI.
No.

Name of
VS Centre

1’ Rings
broken

Slabs
broken

1.
2.
3.
4.
S
6.
7.

Bhanga
Ghaura
Nagarkanda
Talma
Bhawal
Sadarpur
Dheukhali

8
4
6

11
0

12
1

7
0
3

11
0

12
0

Total 42 33

Out of total 5076 rings manufactured and handled, only 42 were broken mostly
dunng transportation and due to mishandling. This brings the breakage figure to
0.82%. Larger number of the breakage of nngs took place during the Initial phase
and were of the type-2 rings which had been tried only for the first two months Most
of the breakage of the rings occurred during transportation on village HBB roads.
Breakage in normal handling in VS centres has not been reported except in two
cases where rings were nor yet properly ‘cured This emtihasises the uttityof wate
curing and essentiality for curing tank In every VS centre.

Earlier records of breakage of 1.5 thick nngs In VS centres are not properly kept
and were not ava~ableto the copsultants. It was, however, gathered from interviews
with DPHE staff that the breakage figures have been about 2% tc 3%

These figures demonstrate the superiority of the new 1~thick rings of 1.2.5:5 mix
over the traditional 1.~thick rings of 1:3:6 mix

8.3 Union-wise Distribution of Latrines with New Type of Rings

A detaIled analyss table is reproduced on the next page to showthe source of latrine
sets and their firia~union destination. Besides. other deviations, it was seen that
most latrines were installed in the union in which they were produced

8.4 Pit Depth Analysis

Following is the area-wise analysis of pit depth of the installed latrines in the pilot
areas:
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UNION-WiSE SANITARY LATRINE COVERAGE
IN PILOT AREA OF 3 UPAZILAS IN FARIDPUR SI

No

Nameof PIT DEPTh OF LATRINES
VS upto 3ft 3ft to 6ff 6ff to loft above lOft
Centre No. of Latrines

1. Bhanga 0 196 7 1

2 Gharua 0 124 0 0

3. Nagarkanth 1 88 29 1

4. Talma 1 286 22 2

5. BhawaI 0 43 5 2

6. Sadarpur 14 239 44 0

7. Dheukhali 0

r~OTAL(1167) 16

57

1033

5

112 —

0

69.59% 0.51%

It is observed that about 89% of the latrines were made wIth 3 ft to 6 ft deep pit, and
the pit depth is seldom less than 3 ft. and more than 10 fi The average pit depth
calculated was 5.2 ft The minimum depth recorded was 3 ft. and the maximum was
13ft.

8.5 VSC Distance from Users

During the field test and inspection of latrines, records were kept oftoe distances of
the installed latrines from VS centre from where the latrines were ourchased

SL
NO

1
2
3
4
5.

6
7

TOTAL (1319)
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Name of union VSC—1 VSC-2 I VSC-3 ‘ VSC—4 VSC-5 YSC-6 VSC—7 VSC—8

Bl1a~iga Gh!rua Ma~Nkc~N’Kanda T~fla BliawaJ Sadarpur Dheulthaii TOT A L

BhangaUp6z~a
(1Bn~n~ 68 1 69
2Avnmagar i 17i , 17
3AJ~ ,

~4 CF\and~ 2 97 I 99
i~GriarU4 20~ 22 42
6 Harnird 54 ‘ 0 i . 54

KaJamrdna ‘ 10 25 ‘ I

It K~OlDefa 5 9 ‘ 2 1 17
5 Man,904r 5 , . 4 9

lit NasraDad 9 6 I 15
l~1 Nusuwangani 12 , , 33 , 45

~2Tuzarpu, . 14, ‘ p 14

!N~l~th Upa~Ia
Na~1arxanc~ 5’ ‘

i2Baiiab4~ 10 I 10
3Bllawal 6 1 141 20
4’ Cna’ J&,od . I
lEDar9 24 25

i6P0uI~m 5 , S
I7Gafl, 1 6 I7

6 Ja~jnInd IC 10

10 15

iC LaS.4arctu 15 20 , 35
Ualnarcin 5

I’~At~Iar 4 84 I 8
13~’urapara 3 L 3
14 Rarfl~a~u~pu 2’ J 21

i5RarTu,ag.r 56’I P 59

:15 Soi~ipu, 10 4 14
117 lalma , 100 , 1 101
18K~n~ 1~ I

i’s Gerda : ‘1 . ii
2cr1Iir,j, ii I 1

~r Upa~
Sa~ar~j, I i i 133 3 136

12 ~ r I 1 38 4 43
3 CnaiB~atinaçur I 40 3 43

14Crrijlnat, ‘ 1~ 1
Iscn~rNaia~,i I 2j 2i 4
Is Kr$nriapu I 1 97 27 I i 124
— Nan’eIDar4 , .

It AKteTcra- 9
IS DIleuknaJ 30 ‘ 4” ‘ 77

TOTAL 243 176 0 136 4 318 54 313 69 1319

Percentage 1.37% 8851%

Name of DISTANCE
VS Within 3km 3 to 6 km 6 to 10km Abovelokr
Centre No. of Latrines

Bhanga 150 72 16 5
Gharua 119 54 3 0
Nagarkanaa 91 25 10 10
Talrna 101 106 111 0
Bflawal 33 15 16 0
Sadarpur 142 140 31 0
Dneukhali 43 26 0 0

679 438 187 15

Percentage 51 48% 33.21%
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1 Superstructures with ;ute sticks
2 Superstructures with Tera
3 Superstructures with C: sneet

Superstructures wrtn Masonr~

9. Findings and Recommendations

Construction and use of 1 thick nngs of 1 2 55 mix instead of standard 1.5” thIck
rinds of 1 3:6 mix is technicall ‘easible Nc co”iplains or adverse remarks were
received from users regarding mick rings manufactured arid sold at the DPHE VS

ft was found that 51% of the latrines installed fall within the distance of 3 km. 33%
within 3to 6km distance, and 14% within 6 to 10 km distance Only 1% latrines were
found to have been installed al a distance of more than 10 km The minimum and
the maximum distances were 05 km and 15 km respectively and the average
distance recorded was 4 km

8.6 Mode of Transportation of Latrine Component

SL1
No

Name of
VS centre

TRANSPORTATION MODE
Head load Boat Van Van & Boa~

No. of Latrines

I

2
3
4
5
6

Bhanga
Griarua
Nagarkanda
Talnia
Bhawal
Sadarpur
Dheukhali

0
0
0
0
7
0
0

60
10
56

0
11
42
21

178
166

71
311
46

271
45

5
0
9
7
0

0
0

TOTAL 7 1 203 1088 21
Percentage 53% 1539% 8248% 1.59%

8.7 Information regarding Superstructure Types

Dunng the field test and inspection wori~records were kept for the types of
superstructure used for the installed latrines The following figures have been
obtained as a result of thIs exercise

centre in the pilot area from April 1991 to March 1992 At the beginning of the field
tests the authors were very apprehensive that the villagers will not buy the 1” thick
rings when they can see the stock piled 1 5” thick rings It was also anticipated that
perhaps the buyers would buy the rings or latrine sets from other upazllas which.
however, did not happen in any of the field tests upaz~as. The percentage of
breakage of the new 1 “thick rings had been less than those of the traditional 1.5’
thick rings

The field test confirmed the findings of the action research held in December 1990
inVS research centre and BUET laboratory in Dhakathat the newly designed 1” thick
ring of 12 5.5 mix is strongei. lighter and therefore, better than the traditIonal 1.50

thick nngs of 1.3:6 mix.

Someof the private producers of the pilot test areas of Fandpur district have already
started casting and selling 1” thick rings after DPHE’s adaptation of the same
However, the private producers will be technically capal~eand more useful factor
in wider national sanitation coverage, If propertralning is given to them Thisaspect
Is likely to be stressed in the forthcoming 5-P exercise in the pilot area

The new 1’ thick ring is 20% cheaper and stronger than 1.5 thick traditional nngs
Since the field tests on 1 thick latrine rings have proved to be successful their
adoption is recommended In place of the existing 1.5’ thick nngs in all the VS centres
of DPHE all over thecountry. This will result in substantial financial saving ~.nnualIy
In the pul~ic sectoralone, i e. in the 1000 VS centres procucirig 1300 rings percentre.
toe saving will amountlo Tk 20 million per year. However nail the DPHE VS centres
new steel moulds for 1 thIck rings will have to be supplied

Some of the DPI4E officials have expressed a second opinion that, instead of going
for productori of i ‘thick rings In all the DPHE VS centers immediately. a furtherfield
test ma~be undertaken In other geographical areas of Bangladesh where the ssil
conditions are different from the present pilot area in Fandpur However, the
consultants feel tnat any subsequent tests with 1 thick rings are also likely to be
successful Therefore universa use of 1 thici~ROC latrine rings wIth 1:2 5.5 mix
instead of me present 5 thick rings should be initiatec

68%
21%
9%
2%

Tne above statistict ias been obtained irom a sample survey of 682 rural latrines Fri
trie pilot area
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APPENDIX-i

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Action Research on Sanitation Technology

For Promotion of Rural Sanitation in Bangladesh
It is proposed to inquire into the following aspects of the design of the rural sanitation
components

1. Alternate Dimensions

11 Some of the dimensions of the latrine components are very sensitive to the
overall costs The most important dimension to be addressed is the thickness
of the ring Other dimensions like the thickness of slab may also be looked
Into This will necessitate that new casting moulds are prepared for
production of alternately dimensioned rings which will then be both field and
lab tested for their functional strength For carrying out this, assistance is
required from UNICEF and one of the nearbylocated DPHE centres Mr Coin
Geinnie and Mr. Taufique Mujtaba had promised necessary support

2. Alternate Design and Materials

2.1 Often there is a thinking that an inquiry Is made into alternate materials in
order to search for cheaper alternatives Particulaily low quality plastics and
plastic waste has been thought to be of interest. This will require contacts
with plastic manufacturers see their technical capabIlity for manufacturing
these components, assess the cost of production particuIarl~’ when looked
through the economy of scale.

2.2 The water seal design at present requires considerable amount of water for
flushIng - a constraint in many areas Alternate possibilities should be looked
into

2.3 Reinforcement material for the slabs and the rings is quite a large component
in the total cost The quality of matenal supplied by UNICEF is very gooc
whereas the private producers use quite infenor materials. At least one NGO
uses bamboo sticks for reinforcement The study should look Into the cost
versus material strength in order to arrive at economically most defendable
material quality level
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24 To look into the possibilities of production of suitable pans in plastics to

reduce breakage of water seals and decrease the quantity of waler required
for flushing In some areas we have been reported that people have resorted
to deliberate breaking of the water seals.

2.5 Use of hardpressed clay blocks for lining of the latrine pits is emerging as a
vIable alternative which needs to be looked into

2.6 Superstructure plays a very dominant part in the installation of latrines and
the share of costs is significant In the total cost. Investigation should be
camed out to suggest standard materials and sizes to decrease the cost for
the buyers.

3. Alternate Mix of Materials

Presently the standard civil engineering compositions of various materials like 1:2:4
or 1:3:6 are used in the manufacture of latrine components Since in our present
context every increase of prIce in Taka has an impact on the sIze of the potential
buyers, it Is important that these standard mixes are inquired into and optimal mix
level is reached through laboratory tests.

4. Installation Issues

4.1 An inquiry into the number of rings required for different types of soils and
their co-relation with the depth of the pit and the likely impact of flood
proneness.

4.2 To analyse the reasons for the collapse of the latrine pits on the basis ofthe
data collected during the survey (Phase-Il) of the study

4.3 To analyse the impact of safety factors and lIfe expectancy of the latrines
made purely from to-the-site local matenals

5. Miscellaneous

Any other issues not covered above but found recommendable during the action
research period
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Terms of Reference for further Action Research on
Sanitation Technology
Besides the above other research actMties shall be earned outto cover the following
to the extend possible within the avialble time uptothe end October1991. The worK
shall be earned out in close coordination with UNICEFJDPI-IE

6. Field Testing of Proposed Design of Rings.

The proposed alternate design of nngs shall have to be field tested In actual
environment for a considerable period of time and for alarge number of rings before
such an exercise can be adopted on a country-wide basis For this purpose two or
three adjoining UpazHas will be selected arid the proposals shall be field tested under
special supervision and well monitored to assess the acceptibility of the proposed
rings

This work shall be carried out upto end October 1991 to cover a rainy season for
fIeld test durabthty

7. Research Concerning Slab

It Is suggested riot to attempt any expenmentaticti with regard to slab thickness arid
that the discharge hole size is not changed from the one at present Howeve~
following areas should be tested~

See the suitablity of the dome type of slab no~needing any reinforcement (wIth
and without first ring) which has been used with success In Mozambique
Attempt a split type of slat~pan(slab with a hole for Insertion of separately producec
collared pan) to reduce the cost during transport as the slab is the single heaviest
item for transport.

8. Action Research Concerning Pan

To attempt the tollowinc

° To improve the pan from the hydraulic flov~point of view
o To make plastic pans with water seal in plastic
C To make plastic pan with offset pit plastic pipe with flap
c To produce plastic water seal part

° Use of proper adhesive
~ Smoothening of pan surface with some kind of lining

DurIng discussions with UNICEF It was suggested that research pertaining to plastic
components Is carried out by MAWTS/UNICEF ttwas also felt important thai both
types of research works are carried out in conformity and harmonywith each other

9. Alternate Lining for Pits

° To investigate into the use of cheap bricks for lining of the latrine pits
C Type and size of mix (pure clay, clay cement)
~ Improvements in the mechanical device for pressure brick production
u Cost calculation taking into consideration cost of transport

Suitable lining for water logged and sandy areas is specially important

10. Superstructure

A substantial proportion (28%) of households w~llike to buy a superstructure rather
than make itthemselves. DPHE has also emphasized the need of impcwed, cheaper
and standardized superstructure as an optional sale item It is Important that the
standard superstructure, as an example is exhibited at the DPHE centres for
demonstration purposes. It is also necessary to make an initial assessment of the
marketing possiblities of such a superstructure either through the D~HEproduction
centre or through the private sector as a part of the private producers programme
as suggested in section 4 of phase Ill report.

Proposals for standardIzed latrine superstructure components from cost
effectiveness and from the ease of installation point of vIew

Effort will be made on trial basis to manufacture superstructure materials at one of
the divisional stores so that these can be transported along with other materials to
the DPI-IE production centres The actual demand of these elements will be thus
field tested.

11. Improvements in Casting Technology

A mechanicai casting device tofacilrtate lifting of the inner ring shal’ be tried out arid

its impact auriri~ Droductior and on economy shall be analyzed
Other ldeis concerning simUar approaches shall be also tested
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12. Improved Technologies APPENDIX-2

An Important segment of the market Is interested In purchasing technologies of a
higher standarcf than that marketed by DPHE Therefore an effort should be made
to improve the quality oftheproducts like pans, water seal, slabs and superstructure.
It is understood that people are more interested in the improved quality of
visiblecomponents and superstructure than the substructure.

A number of applications of improved quality concerning mosaic and porcelain
materials are being tried more on ad hoc basis rather than as a result of
techno-economic effort This work will involve contact with many production
workshops In the private sector and some NGOs

13. Type of Top Soil

The cohesiveness of the soil particularly under wet and ra~pyconditions is quite

rmportantfor the use of the proper selection of the latrine technology. It is important
that the latrine pit does not collapsa An area mapping will be attempted from
secondary resources of data. Some monitoring effort will have to be carried out to
analyst the lIfe of about 40 one-pit latrines to be installed In sandy soil

14. Reporting and Cost Analysis

All theworks carded out shall be properly documented with technIcal and economkt
evaluation. Items recommended for elaborate fie1d tests shall be presented in a
summary.

The final report on the overall action research arid the results of field tests shall be
presented during end 1991 ltw~ibe supported by cost calculations and technical
data for finding out the economic viability of introduction In production.

PERSONSMET I INTERVIEWED
Forthe researchwork

DPHE
Mr. Amiriuddin Ahmed, Chief Engineer, DPHE (from January 1992)
Mr. M.A. Karim, Ex-Chief Engineer, DPHE
Mr Faridudeln Ahmmned Mia, Superintending Engineer, Planning Circle
Mr. Quadir—uz—Zaman, Superintendrng Engineer, Planning Circle
Mr. A.B Siddique, Superintencling Engineer, Planning Circle
Mr. Abdur Rahman Mirdha, Project Director, Village Sanitation Project
Mr. Ahmned Mofazzal Haque, Executive Engineer, VS Division-I
Mr. Abdur Rahman, Assistant Engineer, VS—i
Mr. Mostahzur Rahman, Sub—Asst. Engineer, VS Centre, Dhaka
Mr Abu Moslem, Executive Engineer, Faridpur
Mr. Md. Ibrahim, SDE, Fanidpur (tram Sept 1991)
Mr. Md Waliullah, SDE, Faridpur
Mr. Aminudd+n Ahmed, SAE, Bhanga
Mr Abdur Rahim. SAE, Nagarkanda
Mr. Abdul Barek, SAE, Sadarpur

UNICEF
Mr. Cole P. Dodge, Country Representative
Mr. Philip Wan, Coordinator, WES
Mr. Cohn Glennie, Coordinator, WES
Mr. John D. Skoda, Coordinator, WES
Mr. Andrew M. Sayles, Project Officer WES
Mr. Keith Mackenzie, Project Officer, WES
Mr. Dilawar A. Khan, Sr. Programme Coordinator
Mr. A.S. Azad, Acting Coordinator. WES
Mr. Tauflque Mujtaba, Programme Officer, WES
Mr. Shamsuddin Ahmed, Programme Officer. ICS
Mr. Jahangir Kabir, Programme Officer
Ms Shaila Khan, Asst Programme Officer, WES

WHO
Mr. John Pospisilik, Sanitary Engineer, Dhaka
Mr Mofazzal Haque, Field Officer, Dhaka
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SDC
Dr. Peter Arnold, Head SDC, (from December 1991)
Dr. Urs Heierli, Head SOC
Mr. Peter Tschumi, First Secretary (Dev.)
Mr. S. A. Karim, Senior Programme Officer

BUET
Dr. Jamil Reza Chowdhury, Professor, Civil Engg Deptt
Dr M, Feroz Ahmed, Professor, Civil Engg Deptt.
Mr A.F.M Abdur Rauf, Associate Professor, Civil Engg Deptt
Di, Habibur Rahman, Associate Professor, Civil Engg Deptt

RESEARCH ORGAMSATIONS

Mr. A.K.M. Khorshed Alam, Director-in-charge, HBRI
Mr Md Salimullah, Research Architact HBRI
Mr Moinuddin Ahmed, Sr. Research Engineer. HBRI
Mr. Akhtaruddin Ahmed, Sr. Research Officer (Chemicals), HBRI
Ms. Kazi Nasreen Faruk, Sr. Scientific Officer, Chemical, BCSIR
Mr. Md Moniruzzaman. Research Chemist, Bldg Material. BCSIR

NGOs
Mr. S.M. Rashid, Coordinator, NGO—Forum for Water & Sanitation
Mr. Zia—us Sabur, Programme Officer. NGO-Forum
Mr. A, Muon Khan, Programme Officer, RDRS
Ms. Jannat—e—Quanine, Programme Officer, Grameen Bank
Mr. Ashraful Hossain Executive Engineer, Grameen Bank
Mr. Hasinur Rahman, Production Manager, MAWTS
Mr Hamudul B.an, Manger, R&D MAWTS
Mr. Hafizul Hassan, Senior Manager. Marketing MAWTS

MANUFACTURERS
Mr Jamil Ahmed Yakub, AddI. Chief Manager (Marketing). BSIF, Mirpur, DhaKa
Mr. Gobinda Lal Ghose, Dy. Manager (Marketing), BISF
Mr. Golam M Khan, Bengal Friends & Co , Tar manufacturers, Te~gaon.Dhaka
Mr Atuquzzaman Khan. Bengal ~riends& Co
M:, Ahmed S.K Engg Ltd , Hatkhola. Dhaka
Mr. N Islam, Bangladesh Machineries. Nawabpur Road, Dhaka
Mr Sadequl Alma, Busniillah Sanitary Mfg. Co., Mirpur, Dhaka
Mr S.A Fazal, Marble Touch, Toyenbee Circular Road, Dhaka
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